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ABSTRACT
This document presents a measurement of the production cross section of W
bosons and of its charge asymmetry in proton-proton collisions at a centre of
mass energy of 7 TeV with the ATLAS detector. These measurements provide
information on the momentum fraction of the protons carried by the partons
contributing to the W production and therefore allow to better understand the
parton distribution functions of the proton.
The W candidate events are selected in the W −→ eν decay mode. The LAr
electromagnetic calorimeter plays an important role in the detection of elec-
trons and the author has worked on the on-line energy reconstruction in the
LAr detectors. A subject which is treated in some detail is the evaluation of
the charge misidentification rates for electrons and positrons. This is a key
ingredient for charge related measurements such as the W charge asymmetry.
In this document, the W production cross section times the branching ratio is
studied inclusively, as a function of the lepton pseudorapidity and as a double
differential measurement as a function of the lepton pseudorapidity and trans-
verse energy. The charge asymmetry measurement is presented as a function
of the lepton pseudorapidity and as a double differential measurement as well.
The data were recorded by the ATLAS detector in 2011 and correspond to
4.7 f b−1 .
ix
RÉSUMÉ
Ce manuscrit présente une mesure de la section efficace de production des
bosons W et de l’asymétrie de charge dans les collisions proton-proton avec
l’expérience ATLAS à une énergie dans le centre de masse de 7 TeV. Ces
mesures posent des contraintes sur la fraction d’impulsion des protons portée
par les partons qui contribuent à la production des bosons W et donc elles
permettent d’ameliorer notre compréhension des fonctions de distribution de
partons.
Dans l’analyse, les événements de signal sont sélectionnés dans le canal élec-
tronique W −→ eν . Le calorimètre électromagnétique à Argon Liquide joue un
rôle important pour la détection des électrons. L’auteur de cette thèse a tra-
vaillé sur la reconstruction en ligne de l’énergie dans les détecteurs à LAr. Un
aspect important pour les mesures liées à la charge électrique, comme l’asy-
métrie de charge du boson W , est l’évaluation du taux de misidentification de
la charge pour des électrons et des positons.
Dans ce manuscrit, la section efficace de production de bosons W multipliée
par le rapport de branchement est présentée de façon inclusive, en fonction de
la pseudorapidité du lepton, et comme mesure différentielle en deux dimen-
sions (c’est à dire en fonction de la pseudorapidité et de l’énergie transverse
du lepton). La mesure de l’asymétrie de charge est aussi présentée en fonction
de la pseudorapidité du lepton uniquement et en fonction de la pseudorapi-
dité et de l’énergie transverse du lepton. Les données ont été enregistrées par
l’expérience ATLAS en 2011 et correspondent à 4.7 f b−1 .
xi
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Chapter 1
Theoretical Introduction
The Standard Model of particle physics is a theory that describes the elementary particles and
their interactions. It was developed during the 20th century and its theoretical formulation was
finalised during the 1970s. The Standard Model theory is very successful: it has predicted many
new particles that were later discovered (W and Z bosons, t quark, ...) and it describes remarkably
well the experimental results observed until now 1.
In the beginning of this chapter, the Standard Model theory will be briefly described. In
addition, a theoretical introduction on W physics and parton density functions will follow to mo-
tivate the analysis of this thesis.
1.1 The Standard Model Theory
There are four fundamental interactions in nature: electromagnetic, weak, strong and gravitational
interactions. The first two interactions are “unified” in the electroweak model and with the addition
of the strong interaction, they form the Standard Model of particle physics.
The elementary particles of the Standard Model are presented in Fig. 1.1. The quarks (u , c ,
t , d , s , b) are fermions of spin 12 with a fractional electric charge of +2/3 or −1/3, as indicated
in the figure. The t quark, the heaviest fermion, was the last one to be discovered by the CDF
and D0 experiments in 1995. There are 6 leptons (e , µ , τ , νe , νµ , ντ ). They are fermions of
spin 12 and three of them are electrically neutral. Each of these quarks and leptons has its own
charge conjugate state, its antiparticle. In addition to quarks and leptons there are 12 bosons of
spin 1 which are the carriers of the electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions. The photon
is the carrier of the electromagnetic force and is massless. It interacts with any particle that has
an electric charge. The W± and Z bosons are the carriers of the weak interactions and have a
mass of ∼ 80 GeV and ∼ 91 GeV respectively. The carriers of the strong interactions are the
1There are reasons to believe that the Standard Model is only a low energy manifestation of a more fundamental
theory. This aspect will not be treated here.
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Figure 1.1: Table of the elementary fermions and of gauge bosons of the three interactions in the Standard
Model [1].
gluons. There are 8 gluons that interact with particles carrying the strong charge called colour.
The Standard Model is a quantum field theory where the elementary particles are represented by
fields (spinor fields for the fermions and vector fields for the bosons [2].
1.1.1 The Theory of Electromagnetic Interactions
Quantum Electrodynamics (QED) is the field theory describing the electromagnetic interactions
of particles. A fundamental aspect is the conservation of the electric charge which is related to
the invariance of the theory under global gauge transformations. QED is also invariant under
local gauge transformations of the fields represented by the group of unitary matrix U(1) . The
langrangian which includes the description of the electromagnetic interaction between a charged
fermion field, Ψ , of charge Q and a vector boson field, Aµ , is expressed as:
L =−1
4
FµνFµν + ¯Ψ(iγµ∂µ −m)Ψ−Aµ · eQ( ¯ΨγµΨ) (1.1)
where the first term describes the kinetic energy of the boson field (interpreted as the photon),
the second term the fermion kinematics (including the fermion mass term) and the third term the
interaction between the fermion and the photon field, Aµ .
A bosonic mass term of the form 12 µ2γ AµAµ in the lagrangian would break the local gauge
invariance. The mass of the photon is µγ = 0, therefore the gauge invariance is preserved and the
range of the interaction is infinite.
The strength of an interaction is characterised by a coupling constant. The coupling con-
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stant in QED is ge =
√
4piα .In appropriate units ge is the fundamental charge (the charge of the
positron).At low energy, the value of the α is 1137 , the fine-structure constant [3].
1.1.2 The Theory of the Strong Interactions
A number of particles sensitive to the strong interactions (hadrons) were discovered before the
1960s. The results from deep inelastic scattering experiments showed that the hadrons are com-
posed of effectively pointlike constituents. In particular, it was proposed that they are formed by
partons that determine the hadron properties (valence quarks) and by virtual partons composed
of quarks, antiquarks and gluons collectively called the sea. The hadrons are classified in two
categories: the baryons composed of three valence quarks and the mesons composed of a quark-
antiquark valence pair. The six quarks were discovered from the 1960s to 1995. Evidence of
gluons, the gauge bosons of QCD, was found in e+e− collision events with the discovery of final
states with three jets [5].
The discovery of the ∆++ baryon opened a puzzle. This particle is composed by three
u quarks with exactly the same quantum numbers. This fact violates the Pauli principle. To
preserve this principle, a new quantum number called “colour” was introduced giving to the quarks
a new degree of freedom. This quantum number can assume three values called blue, red or green
(antiblue, antired or antigreen for the antiquarks). The particles we observe, baryons and mesons,
are colourless.
The introduction of the colour led to the construction of the Quantum Chromodynamics
(QCD), the theory of the strong interaction. QCD is a quantum field theory, invariant under the
local gauge transformations of the fields described by matrices belonging to the group SU(3) .
The local gauge invariance introduces eight fields, the gluons. The gluons are massless but unlike
the photon (which is neutral and cannot interact directly with other photons) they carry the colour
charge and thus can interact with other gluons.
The strength of the interaction is characterised by the coupling constant gs =
√
4piαs . Fig.
1.2 shows the dependence of αs on the energy of the interaction. The long distance regime,
relevant for low momenta (Q ≤ 1 GeV), is characterised by a strong coupling αs ∼ O(1) which
explains the fact that the quarks are confined in hadrons and cannot emerge as free particles. On
the contrary, in the short distance regime, Q ≫ 1 GeV, the coupling constant is αs ≪ 1. The
decrease of αs with energy brings to the properties of the QCD the asymptotic freedom that
allows to describe the high energy interactions between protons using perturbation theory in terms
of scattering among quasi-free partons (quarks and gluons) [7].
1.1.3 The Theory of the Electroweak Interactions
After the discovery of the nuclear β decay, it appeared clear that a new interaction had to be added
to explain this phenomenon. Given the observed lifetime, the interaction was called “weak”. The
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Figure 1.2: Measurements of the strong coupling constant αs as a function of the energy scale from a
number of different experiments [6].
experiment on 60Co [8], showed for the first time that this new interaction, unlike the electromag-
netic and strong interactions, violates the parity conservation. Several experiments showed that
the weak interaction only acts on left-handed particles and on right-handed antiparticles. The first
theory of the weak interaction was presented by Fermi. The theory was put in its present form by
Glashow, Salam and Weinberg [9, 10, 11]. The Glashow-Salam-Weinberg model treats the weak
and electromagnetic interactions as different manifestations of a single electroweak force. The
electroweak interaction is invariant under local gauge transformations of the fields described by
matrices forming the group SU(2)L×U(1) . The requirement of local gauge invariance introduces
four massless fields of spin 1: W 1µ , W 2µ , W 0µ with a coupling constant g (for the SU(2)L ) and
Bµ with a different coupling constant g′ (for the U(1)). The two physical bosons W + and W−
responsible for the charged current interactions are linear combinations of the first two fields:
W±µ =
1
2
(W 1µ ∓W 2µ )
while the Z0 boson and the photon which are the physical particles responsible for the neutral
current interactions are a combination of the two neutral fields:
Aµ = W 0µ sinθW + Bµ cosθW
Z0µ = W 0µ cos θW −Bµ sinθW
where θW is the Weinberg angle and cos θW = MWMZ . Bosonic mass terms ( 12M2WWµW µ , 12M2BBµBµ )
as well as fermionic mass terms (mΨ ¯Ψ) would break the local gauge invariance SU(2)L⊗U(1) .
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Therefore at this stage of the Standard Model construction all particles are massless [7].
1.1.4 Higgs mechanism
As mentioned earlier, the local gauge invariance SU(2)L×U(1) implies that the W and Z bosons
of the electroweak model as well as the fermions are massless. However, the W and Z masses have
been measured and found to be O(100) GeV. This problem along with the problem of the origin of
the mass of quarks and leptons is solved by introducing the Higgs-Brout-Englert-Guralnik-Hagen-
Kibble mechanism.
Mass terms in the langrangian appear thanks to the mechanism of the “spontaneous” break-
ing of the local gauge symmetry SU(2)L ⊗U(1) . Four new scalar real fields in the form of a
complex doublet are introduced:
ϕ =
(
ϕ+
ϕ0
)
=
1√
2
(
ϕ1 + iϕ2
ϕ3 + iϕ4
)
.
The langrangian of this doublet contains a term interpreted as the potential energy of the ϕ field.
As an example, fig. 1.3 shows the form of this potential energy. Its minimum value is non-zero.
There is an infinite number of minima corresponding to |ϕ | = µ22λ = u
2
2 , where µ and λ are
two parameters of the potential and u is a chosen vacuum expectation value of one of the four
fields. The choice of a particular minimum leads to the spontaneous symmetry breaking and to the
appearance of mass terms for the W and Z bosons in the langrangian. Of the initial four degrees
of freedom corresponding to the four scalar fields, three are used to give mass to the W + , W− and
Z bosons. The remaining one results in a new boson of spin 0, the Higgs boson, which is at present
actively searched at LHC. The masses of the W and Z are related by the following equations:
MW =
1
2
ug , MZ =
1
2
u
√
g2 + g′2 and MW = MZ cosθW .
The Higgs field also gives masses to the fermions by a Yukawa interaction with the fermion fields.
The U(1) symmetry and the SU(3) colour symmetry remain unbroken and therefore their
carriers, photon and gluons, remain massless [7].
1.2 W physics and Parton Density Functions
1.2.1 Factorisation theorem
According to the factorisation theorem [12], in proton-proton collisions the cross-section of a hard
scattering σpp−→X can be factorised into two contributions: a term representing the cross-section
of the parton interaction and a term corresponding to the momentum distribution of the partons
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Figure 1.3: Graphical representation of the potential energy of a complex field ϕ . The minima correspond
to a non-zero value of the energy and there is an infinite possible choices to minimise the energy. It is the
choice of one of these minima that causes the spontaneous symmetry breaking.
inside the colliding protons (PDFs). Therefore the cross-section σpp−→X can be written as:
σpp−→X = PDF⊗σhard scatter = ∑
q
∫
dx1dx2 fq(x1,Q2) fq¯(x2,Q2)⊗ σˆqq¯−→X (1.2)
where x1 and x2 are the momentum fractions of the protons carried by the partons q and q¯
respectively and fq ( fq¯ )represents the momentum fraction distribution of a parton q ( q¯) which
depends also on the four momentum of the process Q2 . Given that at short distance (high energy
regime) αs ≪ 1, perturbation theory can be applied, the partonic cross-section can be expressed
as a power series expansion of the αs coupling constant:
σˆqq¯−→X = σˆ0︸︷︷︸
LO
+αsσˆ1︸︷︷︸
NLO
+α2s σˆ1︸ ︷︷ ︸
NNLO
+O(α3s ). (1.3)
LO refers to the leading order, NLO to the next-to-leading order and NNLO to the next-to-next-
to-leading order calculations. An example of different Feynman diagrams for the production of W
bosons are shown in Fig. 1.5 for LO, NLO and NNLO.
1.2.2 Parton Distribution Functions
The parton distribution functions (PDFs) are defined as the probability of finding a parton in a
proton with a certain momentum fraction x , at momentum transfer Q2 . The set of distributions
fi(x,Q2) describe how the momentum of the proton is shared between the individual partons ( fi =
valence quark, see quarks and gluons). Fig. 1.6 displays an example of x f (x,Q2) distributions
for the valence quarks u and d , the sea quarks u¯ , ¯d , s , s¯ , b , ¯b and the gluon g for two different
scales Q2 = 10 GeV2 and Q2 = 104 GeV2 . At low x , it is the gluon PDF that always dominates.
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Figure 1.4: Kinematic phase space of the ATLAS and CMS experiments in terms of x and Q2 compared
to the kinematic region of various previous experiments from fixed target and pp¯ and ep colliders [14].
Figure 1.5: Feynman representation of few diagrams describing the W+ production. Top row: The first
diagram corresponds to the leading-order while the last two correspond to next-to-leading order W+ pro-
duction. Bottom row: Representative Feynman diagrams for the next-to-next-to-leading order W produc-
tion.
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At higher scales the contributions from the sea quarks and especially from the gluons become
more important.
Figure 1.6: Parton distribution functions of the proton at next-to-leading order (NLO) for two different
scales Q2 as predicted by the MSTW collaboration. The band represents the 68% confidence level [15].
Perturbative QCD predicts the evolution of the PDF with Q2 through the DGLAP equations
[13]. However, the PDFs themselves are not calculated perturbatively but are derived by fitting the
experimental data in fixed target and collider experiments.
Impact of PDF Uncertainties
At hadron colliders, the PDFs play an important role in calculating the cross-section of different
processes. Their uncertainty induce a theoretical uncertainty on the predicted cross-section. For
example the impact of the PDF uncertainties on the prediction of the Higgs production cross-
section at LHC or of new physics cannot be ignored. In particular, the use of different PDF sets
has an effect of 15% on the Higgs cross-section at
√
s = 8 TeV [16].
An underestimation of the PDFs and of their uncertainties could lead to false discoveries,
and an overestimation could hide a genuine signal of new physics. As an example, the first mea-
surements of high ET di-jet production cross-section at TeVatron reported a significant excess over
the prediction [17]. However, this excess was explained by an underestimation of the gluon PDF
and its uncertainty.
Since for most of the kinematic region at LHC (Fig. 1.4), one relies on extrapolations of the
PDFs fitted to measurements obtained at a lower centre of mass energy, it is necessary to further
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constrain the PDFs using LHC data. Some of the measurements that can be used for that purpose
are the Z and W± cross-sections as well as the W charge asymmetry that will be discussed later
on.
1.2.3 W Production in pp Collisions
In pp colliders, at leading order the W bosons are produced from the annihilation of a quark-
antiquark pair as shown in the first diagram of Fig. 1.5. Since the proton is composed of two u
and one d valence quarks, it is more likely to have a u ¯d interaction than a du¯ one. This results
in a enhanced W + production compared to the W− . The decomposition of the W + and W−
cross-sections in terms of the contribution from the scattering of different quarks is shown in Fig.
1.7 and Fig. 1.8 shows the W + and W− differential cross-sections as a function of the rapidity y
depending on the order of the calculation.
Figure 1.7: Parton flavour decomposition of W+ (solid line) and W− (dashed line) total cross-sections in
pp¯ and pp colliders as a function of the centre of mass energy. In pp¯collisions the decomposition is the
same for W+ and W− [18].
The rapidity of a particle (in particular of a W boson) is defined as:
yW =
1
2
ln
EW + pWz
EW − pWz
(1.4)
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Figure 1.8: Rapidity distributions for the W− (left) and W+ (right) production at the LHC at √s = 14
TeV. The distributions are shown for LO, NLO and NNLO as computed using the MRST PDF sets. Each
distribution is symmetric in Y; only half of the rapidity range is shown in each case [19].
where E is the particle energy and pz is the particle momentum along the z-axis (in our case the
z-axis is defined by the beam direction).
At first approximation, the quarks in the proton can be assumed to have no transverse mo-
mentum. In this case, the boost of the produced resonance along the z axis depends only on the
difference between the momentum fractions x1 and x2 of the colliding quarks:
βW = x1− x2
x1 + x2
and yw =
1
2
ln x1
x2
. (1.5)
The momentum fractions of the incoming quarks for a given W rapidity is therefore:
x1 =
M√
s
eyW and x2 =
M√
s
e−yW (1.6)
where M is the energy of the process (M2 = Q2 ) and √s the centre of mass energy of the collision.
For W production (M = MW ) and for the LHC 2011 data-taking (
√
s = 7 TeV) at y = 0 (central
rapidity) the two x values are equal to ∼ 0.01. Moving away from central rapidity, one parton goes
to lower x values and the other to higher x as illustrated in Fig. 1.4. Over the measurable rapidity
range of the ATLAS experiment |yW | ≤ 3, the x values remain in the region of 0.0006 < x < 0.23.
According to Fig. 1.6, in this x region the contribution from the gluons is dominant followed by
the contribution from the u and d quarks.
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1.2.4 Decay of W Bosons
In practise, the particles which are measured are the decay products of the W bosons. This thesis
will focus on the leptonic decay of the W to an electron (positron) and an antineutrino (neutrino)
W −→ eν . The branching ratio of the W leptonic decays is (10.80± 0.09%) while the decay
branching ratio of W to hadrons is higher (67.60± 0.27%) [20]. The clean signature of the
W −→ eν decay allows a very good detection and measurement of these events.
The W decays are governed by the V −A structure of the weak charged interaction. As a
consequence, the angular distribution of the charged lepton from the W decay in the W rest frame
is not isotropic and the charged lepton is emitted preferentially in the direction opposite to the
direction of the W spin orientation. At LHC at LO, the W is produced with pT = 0 and in two
possible states of helicity λ = ±1. Therefore at LO the differential cross-section in terms of the
angle θ∗W between the direction of the charged lepton in the W rest frame and the W direction in
the laboratory frame is:
dσ
d cos θ∗W,l
∝ (1+ Qλ cosθ∗W,l)2
where Q is the charge of the boson and λ is the W helicity.
To constrain the PDFs it would be better to use directly the W rapidity and transverse
momentum and give the cross-sections as a function of yW and pWT . However, since the neutrino
of the W decay escapes detection it is hard to reconstruct the W momentum (magnitude and
direction). For this reason, the charged lepton quantities are used to express the differential cross-
section since they have a better resolution. In principle, the W transverse momentum can be
reconstructed using the
−−→
pmissT
2 variable which corresponds to the neutrino transverse momentum
but this only provides information in the transverse plane.
Starting from the equation 3:
(p˜e + p˜ν)2 = M2W (1.7)
the momentum of the neutrino along the z-axis can be calculated as:
pνz =
−β ±√β 2−4αγ
2α
(1.8)
where the terms α , β and γ correspond to 4:
α = p2Te
2The missing transverse momentum in an event is defined as
−−→
pmissT = −
N
∑
i=1
−→pTi where N indicates the number of
final state particles of the event.
3 p˜µe , p˜
µ
ν are the four-momenta of the electron and of the neutrino respectively: p˜e(Ee, pxe, pye, pze) ,
p˜ν (Eν , pxν , pyν , pzν ) .
4 pTe and pT ν are the momenta of the electron and of the neutrino respectively in the plane orthogonal to the beam.
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β =−(2(pxν pxe + pyν pye)pze + M2W pze)
γ =−(M
2
W
2
+ pxν pxe + pyν pye)2 + E2e p
2
T ν
Unfortunately the eq. 1.7 gives rise to a twofold ambiguity corresponding to the two possible
solutions of eq. 1.8 for pνz . Once the ambiguity is resolved, in the approximation that the W has
width equal to zero (MW = 80.385±0.015 GeV) the W rapidity can then be calculated as shown
in eq. 1.4 taking into account that
pzW = pze + pzν . (1.9)
The transverse momentum of the W boson is computed as:
−−→pTW =−→pTe +
−−→
pmissT . (1.10)
1.2.5 Overview of Past W Cross-section Measurements
The W boson was discovered by the UA1 and UA2 experiments at Spp¯S . Its production cross-
section has been measured in previous experiments such as UA1 [21] and UA2 [22], CDF [23, 24]
and D0 [25] at Fermilab at two different centre of mass energies The PHENIX experiment at the
RHIC collider has also measured the W cross-section in pp collisions at
√
s = 0.5 TeV [26].
Fig. 1.9 shows the measured W cross-section for a number of experiments as well as the expected
cross-sections as a function of the centre of mass energy. The ATLAS experiment has published
the measurement of the W cross-section using the data collected in 2010.
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Figure 1.9: Measured values of W cross-sections at TeVatron, Spp¯S , RHIC and ATLAS experiments
compared to the NNLO prediction as a function of the centre of mass energy [27].
In pp¯ collisions the production cross-section is the same for both W + and W− while as
explained in Section 1.2.3 at pp colliders, the W + production cross-section is higher than the W−
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one.
1.2.6 Overview of Past W Asymmetry Measurements
In pp¯ collisions since the contribution from the u quarks in the proton is enhanced compared to
the d one, the W + (u ¯d combination) is more likely to move in the direction of the proton. For the
same reason W− (du¯ combination) is more likely to move in the same direction as the p¯ . This
effect produces a charge asymmetry (see Fig. 1.10) in the W rapidity distribution.
In pp collisions an overall charge asymmetry in the W production and a rapidity dependent
asymmetry exists. The charge asymmetry is defined as:
A =
σW+−σW−
σW+ + σW−
.
The overall charge asymmetry as well as the charge asymmetry as a function of y (Fig. 1.8) can
be used to constrain the PDFs because they are related to the momentum distribution of u and d
quarks in the proton. At LO where the dominant W + and W− production mechanism is u ¯d and
du¯ respectively, the asymmetry can be expressed as:
AW (y)≈ u(x1)
¯d(x2)−d(x1)u¯(x2)
u(x1) ¯d(x2)+ d(x1)u¯(x2)
. (1.11)
For small x values, the contribution of sea quarks is u¯ ∼ ¯d ∼ q¯ and the above expression can be
simplified to:
AW (y)≈ u−d
u+ d ≈
uv−dv
uv + dv + 2q¯
(1.12)
which indicates that the asymmetry is sensitive to the valence quarks PDFs. The advantage of
using the asymmetry rather than the W + and W− cross-sections in PDF fits is that in the ratio
some of the uncertainties cancel out.
The W charge asymmetry as function of the W rapidity y is defined as:
AW (y) =
dσW+
dy −
dσW−
dy
dσW+
dy +
dσW−
dy
. (1.13)
For the reasons explained earlier, it is usually the lepton asymmetry rather than the direct W
asymmetry that is used. The lepton asymmetry is defined as Al(η) =
dσW+/dη−dσW−/dη
dσW+/dη + dσW−/dη
where η is the pseudorapidity of the charged lepton, an approximation of the rapidity when m≪
E . Fig. 1.10 shows the W and lepton rapidity distributions in pp¯ and pp collisions.
The lepton asymmetry is a convolution of the W production charge asymmetry and the well
known asymmetry from the V −A W decay. Since the V −A asymmetry is well understood (see
Section 1.2.4) the lepton asymmetry is equally sensitive to the parton distribution. In practice,
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higher order QCD effects introduce a dependence of the charged lepton decay angle and as a
consequence of the lepton asymmetry on the W polarisation.
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Figure 1.10: Rapidity distributions of W+ , W− and the decay leptons for: Left pp¯ collisions [33] and
Right pp collisions without applying any kinematic requirements.
The forward-backward charge asymmetry due to the preferred direction of W + and W−
has been measured by both the CDF [28, 29] and the D0 [30, 31] collaborations and the data
have been included in global PDF fits. The D0 charge asymmetry results were given as a function
of the pseudorapidity of the lepton for two different pT bins (Fig. 1.11). The results show some
discrepancy compared to the prediction at large lepton pT which has also been confirmed by CDF.
This was acsribed to the fact that the PDFs used were based on measurements done previously.
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Figure 1.11: D0 muon charge asymmetry as a function of the muon pseudorapidity for two pT ranges
20 < pµT < 35 GeV and p
µ
T > 35 GeV compared to the theoretical prediction of CTEQ6.6. The top right
windows show the difference between the muon charge asymmetry and the central value of CTEQ6.6. The
yellow band represents the uncertainty of the CTEQ6.6 prediction [32].
The CDF collaboration has performed a direct charge asymmetry measurement where the
W rapidity is estimated using kinematic constraints and an iterative weighting procedure based on
the angular distribution of the decay. The results displayed in Fig. 1.12 show a good agreement
between the data and the theory prediction.
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Figure 1.12: CDF W charge asymmetry as a function of the W rapidity compared to the NLO and NNLO
theory predictions [33].
The asymmetry measurements performed at LHC with the 2010 data sample will be briefly
presented in Section 6.3.
Chapter 2
The ATLAS detector
ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) is one of the main experiments of the Large Hadron Collider
situated at CERN, Geneva. It is a general purpose detector optimised for discovering the Standard
Model Higgs boson but also able to investigate New Physics phenomena and to provide high
precision measurements in the QCD and electroweak sector.
The ATLAS detector, shown in Figure 2.1, comprises tracking devices, calorimeters and a
muon spectrometer.
Figure 2.1: Cut-away view of the ATLAS detector. The dimensions of the detector are 25 m in height and
44 m in length. The overall weight of the detector is approximately 7000 tonnes [34].
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Detector Component Required resolution η coverage
Measurement Trigger
Tracking σpT /pT = 0.05%pT ⊗1% ±2.5
Electromagnetic calorimetry σE/E = 10%/
√
E⊗0.7% ±3.2 ±2.5
Hadronic calorimetry (jets)
- barrel and end-cap σE/E = 50%/
√
E⊗3% ±3.2 ±3.2
- forward σE/E = 100%/
√
E⊗10% 3.1 < |η|< 4.9 3.1 < |η|< 4.9
Muon spectrometer σpT /pT = 10% at pT = 1TeV ±2.7 ±2.4
Table 2.1: Design performance of the ATLAS detector. Note that, high- pT muons can be measured
independently in the muon spectrometer and in the tracking system. The units for E and pT are in GeV
[34].
2.1 Detector Overview
The coordinate system used to describe the ATLAS detector and the particles emerging from the
p-p collisions are briefly summarised here. The nominal interaction point is defined as the origin of
a right-handed coordinate system, while the beam direction defines the z-axis and the x− y plane
is transverse to the beam direction. The positive x-axis is defined as pointing from the interaction
point to the centre of the LHC ring and the positive y-axis is defined as pointing upwards. The
side-A of the detector is defined as that with positive z and the side-C is that with negative z .
Some of the basic variables used widely within the ATLAS experiment are listed below.
• The azimuthal angle ϕ is measured around the beam axis.
• The polar angle θ is the angle with respect to the beam axis.
• The transverse momentum pT of a particle is the projection of its momentum p onto the
x− y plane.
• The missing transverse momentum in an event is defined as −−→pmissT = −
N
∑
i=1
−→pTi where N in-
dicates the number of final state particles of the event. The transverse quantities pT and
|−−→pmissT | are invariant under the Lorentz transformations along the z-axis.
• The transverse energy ET for a given particle is given by the relation ET = E sinθ where E
is the particle energy. The missing transverse energy is also used (EmissT = |
−−→
pmissT |).
• The rapidity y of a particle is defined as y = 1
2
ln E + pz
E− pz where pz is the particle momentum
along the z-axis. For particles of small mass with respect to their energy (m ≪ E ) the
rapidity can be approximated by the pseudorapidity η = − ln tan(θ/2) . The calculation of
η has the advantage that doesn’t require the identification of the particle.
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• The distance ∆R between two particles a , b is defined in the pseudorapidity-azimuthal
plane as ∆R =
√
∆η2 + ∆ϕ2 where ∆η is the distance |ηa−ηb| , ∆ϕ = |ϕa−ϕb| and η
and ϕ are the azimuthal and polar angle of the particle tracks.
The general requirements for a general purpose LHC detector dictated by the vast area of
possible physics analyses are [34]:
• fast, radiation-hard electronics and sensor elements as well as high detector granularity in
order to handle the particle fluxes and to reduce the influence of overlapping events,
• large acceptance in pseudorapidity η with almost full azimuthal angle coverage ϕ ,
• good charged-particle momentum resolution and reconstruction efficiency in the inner
tracker including vertex detectors close to the interaction region for tagging of τ -leptons
and b-jets and detection of secondary vertices,
• very good electromagnetic calorimetry for electron and photon identification and measure-
ments, complemented by full-coverage hadronic calorimetry for accurate jet and missing
transverse energy measurements,
• good muon identification and momentum resolution over a wide range of momenta with the
ability to determine unambiguously the charge of high pT muons and
• highly efficient triggering low transverse-momentum objects with sufficient background re-
jection.
In the following sections, the different components of the ATLAS detector are briefly de-
scribed with particular attention to the Liquid Argon calorimeters since the author of this thesis
has worked on those specific sub-detectors.
2.2 Inner Detector
The ATLAS Inner Detector (ID) — shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 — is designed to provide excel-
lent momentum resolution as well as primary and secondary vertex position measurements within
the pseudorapidity range |η |< 2.5 as well as electron identification within |η |< 2.0. It consists of
three independent but complementary detectors: the Pixel Detector, the Semi-Conductor Tracker
(SCT) and the Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT). An important requirement for the construction
of the ID was that the sub-systems need to be able to withstand large integrated irradiation.
The Pixel Detector is the closest detector to the beam pipe thus allowing to measure tracks
in the region very close to the interaction point. It consists of three cylindrical layers in the barrel
region and three disk layers in the end-caps. There is a total of 1744 silicon sensors each with
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Figure 2.2: Two-dimensional view of a quarter-section of the ATLAS inner detector showing each of the
major detector elements with the dimensions of the active regions and envelopes. The region very close to
the interaction point is shown enlarged at the bottom of the picture [34].
Figure 2.3: Drawing showing the sensors and structural elements crossed by a charged track in the barrel
ID [34].
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46080 readout channels. The nominal pixel size is 50×400 µm2 . The intrinsic spatial resolution
of the barrel detector is 10 µm in (R−ϕ ) and 115 µm in (z) [34].
The SCT is a silicon micro-strip detector. It consists of four double layers in the barrel
region giving four space-points and nine disk layers in the end-caps for a total number of readout
channels of ≈ 6 million. For each set of two layers, one is parallel to the beam axis to measure
R−ϕ and the other layer is set at an angle of 40 mrad to measure the z coordinate. The intrinsic
spatial resolution in the barrel region is 17µm in (R−ϕ ) and 580 µm in (z) [35].
The TRT consists of layers of 4 mm straw tubes with a gas mixture of 70% Xe, 27%
CO2 and 3% O2 . It covers the pseudorapidity range |η |< 2.0 and has an intrinsic resolution of
130 µm in (R−ϕ ).
The reconstruction of the tracks in the ID is affected by the following issues [34]:
• many electrons lose most of their energy through bremsstrahlung before reaching the elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter,
• a significant percentage of photons convert before reaching the electromagnetic calorimeter
(Figure 2.4 shows the material distribution at the end of the ID) and
• a good fraction of charged pions will undergo inelastic hadronic interactions inside the ID.
In Table 2.2 the geometrical characteristics of the inner detector system are summarised.
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Figure 2.4: Material distribution (X0 ) at the exit of the ID envelope, including the services and thermal
enclosures. The distribution is shown as a function of |η | and averaged over ϕ . The breakdown indicates
the contributions of external services and of individual sub-detectors, including services in their active
volume [36].
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Item Radial extension (mm) Length (mm)
Overall ID envelope 0 < R < 1150 0 < |z|< 3512
Beam-pipe 29 < R < 36
Pixel Overall envelope 45.5 < R < 242 0 < |z|< 3092
3 cylindrical layers Sensitive barrel 50.5 < R < 122.5 0 < |z|< 400.5
3 disks Sensitive end-cap 88.8 < R < 149.6 495 < |z|< 650
SCT Overall envelope 255 < R < 549 (barrel) 0 < |z|< 805
251 < R < 610 (end-cap) 810 < |z|< 2797
4 cylindrical layers Sensitive barrel 299 < R < 514 0 < |z|< 749
2×9 disks Sensitive end-cap 275 < R < 560 839 < |z|< 2735
TRT Overall envelope 554 < R < 1082 (barrel) 0 < |z|< 780
617 < R < 1106 (end-cap) 827 < |z|< 2744
73 straw planes Sensitive barrel 563 < R < 1066 0 < |z|< 712
160 straw planes Sensitive end-cap 644 < R < 1004 848 < |z|< 2710
Table 2.2: Main geometrical parameters of the inner-detector system [34].
2.3 Calorimetry
The ATLAS calorimeters, shown in Figure 2.5, cover a pseudorapidity range |η |< 4.9. They pro-
vide electron, photon, jet energy and EmissT measurements. The electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter
with its fine granularity is suited for precision measurements of electron and photon energy (see
Table 2.1). It has a total thickness of ∼ 22 radiation lengths (X0 ) in the barrel and ∼ 24 X0 in
the end-cap region allowing to contain the electromagnetic shower for a wide energy range of
electrons and photons.
The approximately ten interaction lengths (λ ) of EM and hadronic calorimeter in the barrel
and in the end-cap region are suitable to provide good energy resolution for high energy jets (see
Table 2.1). The total thickness (which is ∼ 9λ at η = 0 with the addition of the outer support)
reduces punch-through well below the level of prompt or decay muons. Together with the large
η -coverage, this thickness will also ensure a good EmissT measurement.
2.3.1 LAr Electromagnetic Calorimeter
The EM calorimeter is divided into a barrel part ( |η | < 1.475) and two end-cap components
(1.375 < |η | < 3.2) each housed in their own cryostat. The LAr EM calorimeters share a com-
mon vacuum vessel with the central solenoid thus eliminating two vacuum walls. The EM barrel
calorimeter consists of two identical half-barrels separated by a small gap (4 mm) at z = 0. Each
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Figure 2.5: Cut-away view of the ATLAS calorimeter system [34].
end-cap is mechanically divided into two coaxial wheels: an outer wheel covering the region
1.375 < |η |< 2.5 and an inner wheel covering the region 2.5 < |η |< 3.2.
The EM calorimeter is a lead-LAr detector with accordion shaped kapton-copper electrodes
and lead absorber plates. The accordion geometry provides complete coverage in ϕ without az-
imuthal uninstrumented regions and a fast extraction of the signal at the back or at the front of
the electrodes. In the barrel the accordion waves run along R and the folding angles of the waves
vary with the radius to keep the liquid-argon gap constant. In the end-caps, the waves run along z
and the liquid-argon gap increases with radius. The accordion geometry leads to a very uniform
response in terms of linearity and resolution as a function of ϕ .
In the region |η |< 2.5 the EM calorimeter is segmented into three longitudinal sections as
shown in Figure 2.6. The first layer (strips) has a very fine granularity in η mainly for pi0− γ
separation, the second layer (middle) is where most of the energy of the electrons and photons is
deposited and the third layer (back) measures the energy of the tail of the shower. In the region
|η | < 1.8, a shower detector (presampler) is used to correct for the energy lost upstream of the
calorimeter. The presampler consists of an active LAr layer of thickness 1.1 cm (0.5 cm) in
the barrel (end-cap) region. In the range 2.5 < |η | < 3.2 the EM calorimeter (inner wheel) is
segmented into two layers and has a coarser granularity. The granularity of the different layers of
the EM calorimeter is shown in Table 2.3.
The EM calorimeter and its electronics will be described in Chapter 3 in more detail.
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EM Calorimeter
Barrel End-cap
Number of layers and |η| coverage
Presampler 1 |η|< 1.52 1 1.5 < |η|< 1.8
Calorimeter
3 |η|< 1.35 2 1.375 < |η|< 1.5
2 1.35 < |η|< 1.475 3 1.5 < |η|< 2.5
2 2.5 < |η|< 3.2
Granularity ∆η×∆ϕ versus |η|
Presampler 0.025×0.1 |η|< 1.52 0.025×0.1 1.5 < |η|< 1.8
Calorimeter 1st layer
0.025/8×0.1 |η|< 1.40 0.050×0.1 1.375 < |η|< 1.425
0.025×0.025 1.40 < |η|< 1.475 0.025×0.1 1.425 < |η|< 1.5
0.025/8×0.1 1.5 < |η|< 1.8
0.025/6×0.1 1.8 < |η|< 2.0
0.025/4×0.1 2.0 < |η|< 2.4
0.025×0.1 2.4 < |η|< 2.5
0.1×0.1 2.5 < |η|< 3.2
Calorimeter 2nd layer
0.025×0.025 |η|< 1.40 0.050×0.025 1.375 < |η|< 1.425
0.075×0.025 1.40 < |η|< 1.475 0.025×0.025 1.425 < |η|< 2.5
0.1×0.1 2.5 < |η|< 3.2
Calorimeter 3rd layer 0.050×0.025 |η|< 1.35 0.050×0.025 1.5 < |η|< 2.5
Number of readout channels
Presampler 7808 1536 (both sides)
Calorimeter 101760 62208 (both sides)
Table 2.3: Main parameters of the EM calorimeter system [34].
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Figure 2.6: Sketch of a part of the barrel module where the different layers are clearly visible with the
ganging of electrodes in ϕ . The granularity in η and ϕ of the cells of each of the three layers and of the
trigger towers is also shown [37].
2.3.2 Hadronic Calorimeter
Tile Calorimeter
The tile calorimeter (Figure 2.7) is a sampling calorimeter that uses steel as absorber and scin-
tillating tiles as active medium. It is placed after the liquid argon EM calorimeter covering the
region |η |< 1.7 and is divided into a central and two extended barrels. The barrel part covers the
region |η | < 1.0 and the two extended barrel components the range 0.8 < |η | < 1.7. The barrel
and extended barrels are divided azimuthally into 64 modules. Radially, the tile calorimeter ex-
tends from an inner radius of 2.28 m to an outer radius of 4.25 m. It is longitudinally segmented
in three layers approximately 1.5, 4.1 and 1.8 λ thick for the barrel and 1.5, 2.6, and 3.3 λ for
the extended barrel. Two sides of the scintillating tiles are read out by wavelength shifting fibres
into two separate photomultiplier tubes. In η , the readout cells built by grouping fibres into the
photomultipliers are pseudo-projective towards the interaction region [34].
LAr Hadronic End-Cap Calorimeter
The Hadronic End-cap Calorimeter (HEC), shown in Figure 2.8, consists of two independent
wheels per end-cap: a front wheel (HEC1) and a rear wheel (HEC2) located directly behind the
end-cap EM calorimeter and sharing the same LAr cryostats. To reduce the drop in material
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LAr Hadronic End-cap
|η| coverage 1.5 < |η|< 3.2
Number of layers 4
Granularity ∆η×∆ϕ 0.1×0.1 1.5 < |η|< 2.5
0.2×0.2 2.5 < |η|< 3.2
Readout Channels 5632 (both sides)
LAr Forward Calorimeter
|η| coverage 3.1 < |η|< 4.9
Number of layers 3
Granularity ∆x×∆y FCall: 3.0×2.6 3.15 < |η|< 4.30
FCall: ∼four times finer 3.10 < |η|< 3.15,
4.30 < |η|< 4.83
FCall: 3.3×4.2 3.24 < |η|< 4.50
FCall: ∼four times finer 3.20 < |η|< 3.24,
4.50 < |η|< 4.81
FCall: 5.4×4.7 3.32 < |η|< 4.60
FCall: ∼four times finer 3.29 < |η|< 3.32,
4.60 < |η|< 4.75
Readout Channels 3524 (both sides)
Scintillator Tile Calorimeter
Barrel Extended Barrel
|η| coverage |η|< 1.0 0.8 < |η|< 1.7
Number of layers 3 3
Granularity ∆η×∆ϕ 0.1×0.1 0.1×0.1
Last layer 0.2×0.1 0.2×0.1
Readout Channels 5760 4092 (both sides)
Table 2.4: Main parameters of Hadronic and Forward Calorimeter [34].
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Figure 2.7: Segmentation in depth and η of the tile-calorimeter modules in the central (left) and extended
(right) barrels. The bottom of the picture corresponds to the inner radius of the tile calorimeter. The tile
calorimeter is symmetric with respect to the interaction point [34].
density at the transition between the HEC and the Forward Calorimeter (around |η | = 3.1), the
HEC extends out to |η |= 3.2, thereby overlapping with the Forward Calorimeter. Similarly, the
HEC η range slightly overlaps with the η of the tile calorimeter ( |η | < 1.7) by extending to
|η |= 1.5. Each wheel is divided into two segments in depth thus making a total of four layers per
end-cap. The wheels closest to the interaction point are built from 25 mm parallel absorber copper
plates, while those further away use 50 mm absorber copper plates (for all wheels the first plate
is half-thickness). The inner radius of the wheel is 0.475 m (except in the overlap region with the
forward calorimeter where the radius is 0.372 m) and the outer radius is 2.03 m. The copper plates
are interleaved with 8.5 mm LAr gaps, providing the active medium for this sampling calorimeter.
LAr Forward Calorimeter
The Forward Calorimeters (FCal) are located in the same cryostats as the end-cap calorimeters
and provide coverage over the region 3.1 < |η |< 4.9 (see Figure 2.9). The FCal is approximately
10 λ deep, and consists of three modules in each end-cap: the first (FCal1) uses copper and is
optimised for electromagnetic measurements, while the other two (FCal2, FCal3) use tungsten
and measure predominantly the energy of hadronic interactions. The close vicinity and coupling
between these systems result in a quite hermetic design, which minimises energy losses in cracks
between the calorimeter systems and also limits the backgrounds which reach the muon system.
2.4 Muon Spectrometer
The Muon Spectrometer (Figure 2.10) is designed to detect charged particles exiting the barrel
and end-cap calorimeters and to measure their momentum in the pseudorapidity range |η |< 2.7.
It is based on the magnetic bending of muon tracks in the large superconducting air-core toroidal
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Figure 2.8: Schematic R−ϕ (left) and R− z (right) views of a part of the Hadronic End-Cap calorimeter.
The semi-pointing layout of the readout cells is indicated by the dashed lines. Dimensions are in mm [34].
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Figure 2.9: Schematic diagram showing the three FCal modules located in the end-cap cryostat. The
material in front of the FCal and the shielding plug behind it are also shown. The black regions are structural
parts of the cryostat. The diagram has a larger vertical scale for clarity [34].
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Figure 2.10: Cut-away view of the ATLAS muon system [34].
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Monitored drift tubes MDT
- Coverage |η|< 2.7 (innermost layer: |η|< 2.0)
- Number of chambers 1088 (1150)
- Number of channels 339 000 (354 000)
- Function Precision tracking
Cathode strip chambers CSC
- Coverage 2.0 < |η|< 2.7
- Number of chambers 32
- Number of channels 31 000
- Function Precision tracking
Resistive plate chambers RPC
- Coverage |η|< 1.05
- Number of chambers 544 (606)
- Number of channels 359 000 (373 000)
- Function Triggering, second coordinate
Thin gap chambers TGC
- Coverage 1.05 < |η|< 2.7 (2.4 for triggering)
- Number of chambers 3588
- Number of channels 318 000
- Function Triggering, second coordinate
Table 2.5: Main parameters of the muon spectrometer. Numbers in brackets for the MDT’s and the RPC’s
refer to the final configuration of the detector in 2009 [34].
magnets, instrumented with separate trigger and high-precision tracking chambers. Over the range
|η | < 1.4, magnetic bending is provided by the large barrel toroid while for 1.6 < |η | < 2.7,
muon tracks are bent by the two end-cap magnets. Over 1.4 < |η |< 1.6, usually referred to as the
transition region, magnetic deflection is provided by a combination of barrel and end-cap fields.
This magnet configuration provides a field which is mostly orthogonal to the muon trajectories,
while reducing the degradation of resolution due to multiple scattering. The main parameters of
the muon chambers are listed in Table 2.5.
In the barrel region, tracks are measured in chambers arranged in three cylindrical layers
around the beam axis while in the transition and end-cap regions, the chambers are installed in
planes perpendicular to the beam in three layers.
Over most of the η -range, a precision measurement of the track coordinates and the mo-
mentum is provided by Monitored Drift Tubes (MDT’s). At large pseudorapidities (2 < |η |< 2.7),
multiwire proportional chambers are used. They are called Cathode Strip Chambers (CSCs) and
have cathodes segmented into strips with higher granularity, to withstand the demanding rate and
background conditions. The stringent requirements on the r
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ber layers are met by the combination of precision mechanical-assembly techniques and optical
alignment systems both within and between muon chambers.
The trigger part of the muon system covers the pseudorapidity range |η | < 2.4. Resistive
Plate Chambers (RPC’s) are used in the barrel and Thin Gap Chambers (TGC’s) in the end-cap re-
gions. The trigger chambers for the muon spectrometer serve a threefold purpose: provide bunch-
crossing identification, provide well-defined pT thresholds, and measure the muon coordinate in
the direction orthogonal to that determined by the precision-tracking chambers [34].
2.5 Magnet System
ATLAS features a unique hybrid system of four large superconducting magnets producing a
solenoidal and toroidal fields.
The solenoid is aligned on the beam axis and provides a 2 T axial magnetic field in the inner
detector region, while minimising the thickness in front of the barrel electromagnetic calorimeter.
To achieve the desired calorimeter performance, the layout was carefully optimised to keep the
material thickness in front of the calorimeter as low as possible, resulting in a solenoid assembly
contributing a total of ∼ 0.66 radiation lengths.
A barrel toroid and two end-cap toroids (see Figure 2.11) produce a toroidal magnetic field
of approximately 0.5 T and 1 T in the central and end-cap regions of the muon spectrometer
respectively. Each of the three toroids consists of eight coils assembled radially and symmetrically
around the beam axis. The end-cap toroid coil system is rotated by 22.5◦ with respect to the
barrel toroid coil system in order to provide radial overlap and to optimise the bending power at
the interface between the two coil systems [34].
2.6 Trigger
The Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) systems, the timing- and trigger-control logic, and the
Detector Control System (DCS) are partitioned into sub-systems, typically associated with sub-
detectors, which have the same logical components and building blocks. The trigger system has
three distinct levels: level one (L1), level two (L2) and the event filter (EF). The L2 and EF form
the High-Level Trigger (HLT). Each trigger level refines the decisions made at the previous level
and, where necessary, applies additional selection criteria. The L1 trigger uses a limited amount
of the total detector information to make a decision in less than 2.5µs , reducing the rate to about
75 kHz. The two higher levels (HLT) access more detector information for a final design rate of up
to 200 Hz with an event size of approximately 1.3 MByte. Figure 2.12 shows the chain between
these three trigger levels. During the 2010 data-taking, the rate of the EF trigger was increased to
∼ 300 Hz.
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Figure 2.11: Barrel toroid as installed in the underground cavern; note the symmetry of the supporting
structure. The temporary scaffolding and green platforms were removed once the installation was complete.
The scale is indicated by the person standing in between the two bottom coils. Also visible are the stainless-
steel rails carrying the barrel calorimeter with its embedded solenoid, which await translation towards their
final position in the centre of the detector [34].
Figure 2.12: Block diagram of the ATLAS trigger. Additional information is used for the HLT in order to
reduce the trigger rate.
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The L1 trigger searches for high transverse-momentum muons, electrons, photons, jets, and
τ -leptons decaying into hadrons, as well as large missing and total transverse energy. Its selection
criteria are based on information from a subset of detectors. High transverse-momentum muons
are identified using trigger chambers in the barrel and end-cap regions of the muon spectrometer.
Calorimeter selections are based on reduced-granularity information from all the calorimeters.
Results from the L1 muon and calorimeter triggers are processed by the central trigger processor,
which implements a trigger “menu” made up of combinations of trigger selections. Pre-scaling
of trigger menu items is also available, allowing optimal use of the bandwidth as luminosity and
background conditions change. Events passing the L1 trigger selection are transferred to the next
stages of the detector-specific electronics and subsequently to the data acquisition via point-to-
point links.
In each event, the L1 trigger also defines one or more regions in η and ϕ within the detector
for which the selection process has identified intersting features (Regions-of-Interest - RoI’s).
The RoI data include information on the type of feature identified and the criteria passed, e.g. a
threshold. This information is subsequently used by the high-level trigger.
The L2 selection is seeded by the RoI information provided by the L1 trigger over a dedi-
cated data path. L2 selections use, at full granularity and precision, all the available detector data
within the RoI’s (approximately 2% of the total event data). The L2 menus are designed to reduce
the trigger rate to approximately 3.5 kHz, with an event processing time of about 40 ms, aver-
aged over all events. The final stage of the event selection is carried out by the event filter, which
reduces the event rate to roughly 200 Hz. Its selections are implemented using offline analysis
procedures within an average event processing time of the order of 4 s [34].
Chapter 3
Signal Reconstruction in the LAr
Calorimeters
In this chapter the work accomplished by the author of this thesis on the Digital Signal Processor
(DSP) is presented. The DSP is the part of the back-end electronics of the LAr calorimeters which
computes the energy, the time and a quality factor of the signals produced by the particles crossing
the detector thus reducing the data flow by a factor of 2. The monitoring of the DSP calculations,
the validation and improvement of the DSP code are the contribution of the author of this thesis.
These are very crucial tasks to ensure an optimal response of the LAr calorimeters. These detectors
play a major role in the W −→ eν measurements. To introduce the accomplished work, a very brief
description of the LAr channel structure and electronics is presented in the first part of this chapter.
To meet the LHC requirements, the LAr electromagnetic (EM) calorimeters have a very
good energy resolution, linearity, speed of response and a powerful electron and photon identifica-
tion. In particular, to ensure a linear response over a wide energy range the EM calorimeter cells
electronics cover a dynamic range from 50 MeV to an upper bound of ∼ 4 TeV energy deposited
in the cell. Here the lower bound corresponds to the typical electronic noise per channel and the
upper bound to the maximum energy deposited in a calorimeter cell by electrons produced in de-
cays of Z′ and W ′ bosons with masses of 5-6 TeV. The HEC calorimeter is used for measurements
of the energy and angles of jets and the FCal provides a large rapidity coverage ( |η |< 4.9).
3.1 LAr Calorimeter channel structure
In Figure 3.1 the electrode structure of the barrel calorimeter is shown. Every electrode comprises
three copper and two kapton layers: the two outer copper layers are connected to the high voltage
and the inner copper layer which is connected to the readout electronics, collects the current in-
duced by the ionisation electrons drifting in the liquid argon gap. The electrodes are segmented in
pads that define the readout cells. Each cell consists of a lead absorber plate, a liquid argon gap, a
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Rapidity Lead Thickness Liquid Argon Thickness
EMB
|η|< 0.8 1.5 mm 2.1 mm
0.8 < |η|< 1.475 1.1 mm 2.1 mm
EMEC
1.375 < |η|< 2.5 1.7 mm 2.8 - 0.9 mm
2.5 < |η|< 3.2 2.2 mm 3.1 - 1.8 mm
Table 3.1: Thickness of the LAr gap and the absorber (lead) in the EM calorimeter [37].
readout electrode and a second liquid argon gap. The thickness of the LAr gap and of the absorber
plates in the EM calorimeter are shown in Table 3.1.
An electron or a photon hitting the EM calorimeter interacts mainly within the lead ab-
sorbers and creates an electromagnetic shower. The charged component of the shower ionises the
LAr and the charges produced drift in the electric field created by the high voltage applied on the
outer copper layers of the electrode. An electric signal is then induced on the inner copper layer
of the electrode. The signals from different longitudinal compartments of the calorimeter are read
out at both sides of the electrodes, i.e. at the front and back of the calorimeter where they are
received by summing boards and then sent to the Front-end boards (FEBs) [40].
3.2 LAr Calorimeter Readout
3.2.1 LAr calorimeter front-end boards
The general architecture of the LAr readout electronics is shown in Figure 3.2. The analog signal
from the mother-boards on the calorimeter is transmitted to the front-end electronics mounted on
the front-end boards (FEBs). The FEBs are housed in the front-end crates which are installed on
the cryostat feedthroughs. There is a total of 1524 FEBs where the signal is amplified, shaped and
digitised.
Each FEB processes up to 128 calorimeter channels. At the exit of the preamplifiers, the
signal is split into three overlapping linear gain scales with a ratio of 1/9.3/93 (low, medium and
high gain) and shaped in the form of a bipolar pulse through a CR− (RC)2 analogue filter with a
time constant of 15 ns. The (CR) signal differentiation is applied in order to shorten the ionisation
pulse, while the two (RC) integrations allow to reduce the pile-up and electronic noise. In Figure
3.3 the pulse of a LAr cell is shown before and after the bipolar shaping.
The shaped signals are then sampled at the LHC bunch-crossing frequency of 40 MHz by
four-channel switched-capacitor array (SCA) analogue pipelines that store the signals during the
L1 trigger latency (∼ 2 µ s). For events accepted by the L1 trigger, the signal is read out using the
optimal gain and digitised by a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC) as shown in Figure 3.4.
The FEBs also have the task to sum the signal of adjacent calorimeter cells inside each depth layer
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Figure 3.1: Geometry and structure of the barrel electrodes [37].
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of the LAr readout electronics. The electrical circuit in the LAr is depicted at
the bottom, followed above by the on-detector front-end electronics crate and at the top (left) by a schematic
view of the readout crate with its ROD boards and TTC modules. In this diagram warm preamplifiers are
located in the FEB. This is the case for the EM and FCal1 calorimeters while for the HEC the preamplifiers
are located in the LAr. Also indicated at the middle and top (right) are the LAr front-end tower builder
electronics and the interfaces to the L1 trigger system with its central trigger processor (CTP) [34].
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Figure 3.3: Ionisation pulse in a LAr cell and FEB output signal after bi-polar shaping. Also indicated are
the sampling points every 25 ns. During normal data-taking the signal is sampled 5 times (or 7 times for
some cosmics runs). A maximum of 32 samples can be attained and is used for calibration purpose (OFCs)
[39].
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Figure 3.4: Block diagram of the FEB architecture, depicting the data-flow for four of the 128 channels
[34].
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and to prepare the input for the tower builder boards. Towers of calorimeter cells are used for the
L1 trigger [34] [38] [41].
3.2.2 LAr electronic calibration
To calibrate the energy response of the LAr calorimeter a system of electronics calibration boards
[43] (situated in the front-end crate) is used to send precise pulses to the electrodes. A voltage pulse
set by a 16-bit DAC (Digital-to-Analog Converter) which simulates the physics signal is applied
across an injector resistance Rin j of very precise value in the cold directly on the electrode. In
the FCal, the pulse is applied at the base-plane of the front-end crates where it is split in two.
One of the split pulses goes directly into the FEBs and is used for calibration. Non-uniformity of
the calibration pulse amplitude affects directly the constant term in the energy resolution function
and therefore the measurement of high energy electromagnetic showers. The calibration system is
designed to limit this contribution to the constant term to less than 0.25% for the EM calorimeter,
less than 1% for the HEC and less than 2% for the FCal [34].
There are three different types of calibration runs taken in periods without beam collisions
(such as the time between LHC fills) in order to equalise the response of the LAr calorimeter
cells: pedestals, delays and ramps. Sets of calibration runs are acquired for each of the three LAr
electronic readout gains (high, medium, and low). During pedestal runs no signal is injected into
the calorimeter cells thus the electronics baseline level and the electronic noise for each cell are
measured. Delay runs measure the shape of the pulse as a function of time for each readout cell.
Ramp runs are used to extract the response of each cell as a function of the injected current in DAC
units. The values of the current used varies according to the gain of the electronics being probed
[42].
3.2.3 LAr calorimeter back-end electronics
The digital signals from the FEBs are then transmitted via optical links to the back-end electronics
which are located in the main cavern, 70 m away from the detector. The Readout Driver system
(ROD), the core of the back-end electronics, digitally processes the data before transmitting it to
the data acquisition system at a L1 trigger rate of 75 kHz.
Each ROD module receives data from up to 8 FEBs (ie. up to 1024 channels) through 8
optical fibres. The ROD motherboard houses 4 processing units (PU) and each PU is equipped with
two Digital Signal Processors (DSP), thus each DSP processes one FEB. Each DSP is preceded
by an input FPGA (InFPGA) used to perform quality checks of the input data.
The DSP has three main tasks:
• synchronise the FEB data with the Trigger-Time and Control (TTC) signals,
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• process the data coming from the InFPGA and apply an optimal-filtering method to compute
the energy, time and a quality factor of the signal for each cell and
• prepare and send the data to the ROD motherboard.
3.3 Digital Signal Processor
In Figure 3.5 a photograph of the DSP is shown. As anticipated from the introduction, the DSP
computes the energy, time and quality factor of the signal for each cell and transmits to DAC the
five measured samples for cells with energy above a given threshold. The author of this thesis has
worked on the validation of the DSP code and on the monitoring of its response.
The main constraints on the DSP computation are summarised below. These constraints
have an impact on the precision of the DSP calculations.
• Since the DSP needs to send the results at a L1 trigger rate of 75 kHz, the time for each
DSP to process the whole FEB is required to be less than ∼ 12 µsec on average.
• The constants needed for the DSP computations have to be formatted and packed — since
the DSP only performs integer computations — before being loaded on the DSP to reduce
the memory consumption.
• In order to minimise the bandwidth needed for the transmission of the DSP results, it is
essential to minimise the amount of data sent while keeping maximum information.
3.3.1 Principle of the Calculations
The first calculated quantity is the cell energy. This is done according to the following formula:
E = FDAC−→µA×FµA−→MeV ×CHV × 1Mphys
Mcal︸ ︷︷ ︸
f
×(R0 + R1×AADC) (3.1)
where each term is explained below.
• AADC is the peak amplitude of the signal pulse in ADC counts and is computed as
AADC =
Nsamples−1
∑
i=0
ai(si− p)
where p is the pedestal, si the digitised signal samples in ADC counts, ai the energy optimal
filtering coefficients (OFCs) and Nsamples is the number of samples used for the computation
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Figure 3.5: Top: photograph of the ROD PU with its two clearly visible DSPs. The PU measures
120 mm× 85 mm. Bottom: block diagram of the PU board with two TMS320C6414 Texas Instruments
DSPs [39].
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(typically Nsamples = 5). (see Fig. 3.3) [42]. The Optimal Filtering method is a digital
filtering technique which allows to compute the peak amplitude of the signal minimising the
effect of the electronic and pile-up noise [44]. It requires the knowledge of the shape of the
ionisation pulse. This shape is predicted from the information contained in the calibration
pulses obtained in delay runs.
• R0 and R1 are coefficients linking the known injected amplitude (DAC) to the analog signals
(ADC) measured in calibration runs (“ramps”) (see Fig. 3.6).
• FDAC−→µA is a factor that converts the current measured in DAC units to µA, and accounts
for the values of the local motherboard injection resistor.
• The factor FµA−→MeV converts the current to a raw estimate of the energy released in the ac-
tive and passive part of the calorimeter cell using an average value of the sampling fraction.
• The factor Mphys
Mcal
corrects for the difference between the calibration and the ionisation pulse
shape and is computed from the calibration pulse and from the properties of the readout
cells.
• CHV is a correction factor applied when the high voltage is not nominal.
When the energy is greater than a certain threshold (currently 5σnoise ) then the time and the
quality factor are computed for that cell. The time of signal with respect to the LHC clock is given
by the following equation:
τ =
Nsamples−1
∑
i=0
bi(si− p)
AADC
(3.2)
where bi are the timing OFCs.
A quality factor Q with a χ2 -like behaviour, ignoring the correlations between the sam-
pling points, is computed to quantify the quality of the measurement:
Q =
Nsamples−1
∑
i=0
[(si− p)−AADC(gi−g′iτ)]2 (3.3)
where gi is the normalised predicted ionisation pulse shape (after shaping), calculated from cali-
bration pulse shapes and g′i its derivative.
3.3.2 DSP Constants and Computations
In order to get a good compromise among the computation time, memory consumption and preci-
sion of the computation, the constants are properly calculated, rounded and packed (as explained
in Section 3.3.3) before being loaded on the DSP for each cell and electronic gain. The eq. 3.1
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Figure 3.6: Comparison between the calibration (black) and physics pulse (red) for a middle cell in the
EM barrel [42].
can be written as:
E =
Nsamples−1
∑
i=0
f R1ai︸ ︷︷ ︸
αi
si−
Nsamples−1
∑
i=0
f R1ai︸ ︷︷ ︸
αi
p+ f R0 (3.4)
where f is the product of all the conversion and correction factors presented in eq. 3.1. In order
to perform all possible calculations before the DSP, this equation is then arranged in the following
way:
E =
Nsamples−1
∑
i=0
αisi− (p− f R0∑αi )︸ ︷︷ ︸
p′
Nsamples−1
∑
i=0
αi
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pa
=⇒ E =
Nsamples−1
∑
i=0
αisi−Pa (3.5)
For the signal time computation the following expression is used:
Eτ =
Nsamples−1
∑
i=0
f bi︸︷︷︸
βi
si−
Nsamples−1
∑
i=0
f bi p
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pb
=⇒ Eτ =
Nsamples
∑
i=0
βisi−Pb (3.6)
Since it is not possible to perform a division on the DSP, a look-up table (LUT) containing inverse
energies is loaded on the DSP and is used to calculate the time τ from the Eτ product.
The quality factor is computed as
Q =
Nsamples−1
∑
i=0
[(si− p)−E(hi−h′iτ)]2 (3.7)
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where hi = gi/ f R1 and h′i its derivative.
3.3.3 Packing of the Input
The calibration constants that are packed and loaded on the DSP are summarised on Table 3.2.
The middle sample is read first meaning that the samples arrive into the ROD in an unnatural
order: s2,s0,s1,s3,s4 . The samples sent to the DSP are 12-bit integers and are left-shifted by 2
(ie. multiplied by 22 ) in order to achieve the desired precision for the computations. On the DSP
sums and subtractions are done on 32 bits while multiplications on 16 bits in order to have the
results in 32 bits which are then further packed. For the quality factor case, the samples si and the
pedestal P are 16-bit numbers and the result of the multiplication is packed in 16 bits leading to
a 32 bit result when squared. The LUT contains 2048 entries of 12-bit inverse energies stored as
16-bit integers.
Typically the αi OFC values at high gain for cells in the EM barrel are ∼ 1. In order to
make use of the available 16 bits and provide a good precision measurement, these quantities are
rescaled and packed in a given way. Taking as an example the αi OFCs and the Pa pedestal used
for the energy computation, the following procedure is used to pack the constants. First, a scale nα
is found to transform the αi coefficients into 16-bit integers such that 214 ≤ α j ·2nα < 215 where
α j is the OFC with the highest value. Secondly, a scale np is found to transform the pedestal Pa
into a 32-bit integer such that 231 ≤ Pa · 22 · 2np < 232 . The 22 factor is due to the fact that the
samples are left-shifted by 2. Finally, the OFCs and the pedestal are scaled by the smaller of the
two constants na = min(nα ,np) to avoid overflows. A similar procedure is used for the time and
quality factor constants.
3.3.4 Packing of the Results
The LAr electronics have been designed taking into account that the energy recorded in a single
cell of the LAr calorimeter covers a wide range from a few tens of MeV to a few TeV meaning
that a simple packing of the energy as a 16-bit integer is not enough. On the other hand, packing
the energy on 32 bits would have an impact on the DSPs performance and on the size of the
information to be transmitted. Therefore, four energy ranges are defined each one with a different
value for the lowest significant bit (LSB) (see Table 3.3). The LSB of the 13 bit word carrying the
energy value defines the precision of each energy range. The precision of the DSP measurement
matches the energy resolution.
range sign value︷ ︸︸ ︷
2 bits
︷︸︸︷
1 bit
︷ ︸︸ ︷
13 bits
The energy, as shown above, is thus packed as a 16-bit integer where the first two bits define
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Constant Formula Number Format
αi ai f ′2na 5 16 bits
na - 1 16 bits
Pa 22 ∑αi(p− f R0∑αi ) 1 32 bits
βi bi f ′2nb 5 16 bits
nb - 1 16 bits
Pb 22 p∑βi 1 32 bits
hi 2nh gi/ f ′ 5 16 bits
h′i 2nh g′i/ f ′ 5 16 bits
nh - 1 16 bits
P 22 p 1 16 bits
R0 FDAC−→µAFµA−→MeV
1
Mphys
Mcal
CHV R0 1 16 bits
Number of constants per channel and per gain 27
Table 3.2: Packed constants that are loaded on the DSP ( f ′ = f R1 ). The energy, time and quality factor
OFCs are scaled by 2na , 2nb and 2nh respectively in order to have maximum precision when packed as
16-bit integers [41].
the four different ranges, one bit is used for the sign of the energy and the value is given in the last
13 bits. The value of the LSB in each energy range is 23×range (range=0, 1, 2, 3) thus the energy
values to be stored can vary within |E|< 213 ·23×3 = 222 MeV(≃ 4 TeV) .
Range Energy value (MeV) LSB
0 |E| ≤ 213 1 MeV
1 213 < |E| ≤ 216 8 MeV
2 216 < |E| ≤ 219 64 MeV
3 219 < |E| ≤ 222 512 MeV
Table 3.3: Energy values and the precision for each energy range are presented [41].
The time value is packed as a 16-bit signed integer in units of 10 ps allowing unsaturated
time measurements up to τ = 215 · 10 ps = 327680 ps. The quality factor Q is stored as a 16-bit
unsigned integer (see Table 3.4).
3.4 Role of the DSP computations
An important role of the DSP is to reduce the size of information to be transmitted and stored
(event size). During collision runs, the DSP computation of the energy is performed for all cells
but the samples are transmitted and stored only for the cells that have an absolute energy above a
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given threshold. The threshold can vary from 2σ to 5σ of the noise depending on the luminosity.
For cells below the threshold only the energy value is stored. For cells above the threshold the time
and quality factor are computed and in addition the samples are stored. As a result, the event size
is reduced by a factor of 2. Currently due to bandwidth limitations, the samples can be transmitted
for a maximum of 10% of the LAr cells. This makes the precision of the DSP computations all
the more important since it is not possible to recompute offline the energy, time and quality factor
of the signals in at least 90% of the cells since the samples are not present.
It is worthwhile to notice that all cells, including those with a signal of less than 5σ , con-
tribute to the reconstruction of clusters associated to physics objects like EmissT , jets, electrons,
photons and muons. The quality factor computed by the DSP for cells above a given threshold is
used in the L2 trigger in particular for jet cleaning and in the EF trigger for the EmissT cleaning. At
least 20% of the L2 jet trigger rates is reduced thanks to the use of the quality factor. For these
reasons, it is essential to monitor the correct behaviour of the DSP calculations during data-taking.
There are two situations in which it is particularly important to check the DSP behaviour during
data-taking: when the calibration constants are updated (in particular when new sets of OFCs are
available) and when the algorithm performing the calculations is changed.
3.5 Validation of the DSP Computations
The aim of the validation of the DSP code and of the monitoring of the DSP results is therefore:
• to verify that the code loaded on the DSP is correct and that the computations are done in a
proper way (reordering, operations, ...),
• to make sure that the limited precision of the constants used on the DSP does not bias the
expected precision of the computation and
• to check that the constants loaded on the DSP are updated.
The validation and monitoring tasks can be done:
• by analysing directly the DSP results (“online results”),
• by comparing the DSP results with values computed offline using the complex ATLAS
framework ATHENA (“offline results”) and
• by comparing the DSP results with values computed offline using a standalone program
called DspTest (“offline test results”).
The offline results can be performed using full precision. While the verification that the calibration
constants are properly updated can be done only “online”, the correct behaviour of the algorithm
and the effect of the limited precision can be checked online and offline.
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Quantity Range Precision
Energy [MeV]
|E| ≤ 213 = 8192 MeV ∆E ≤ 1 MeV
213 < |E| ≤ 216 = 65536 MeV ∆E ≤ 8 MeV
216 < |E| ≤ 219 = 524288 MeV ∆E ≤ 64 MeV
219 < |E| ≤ 222 = 4194304 MeV ∆E ≤ 512 MeV
Time [ps] |τ| ≤ 327680 ps ∆τ ≤ 10 ps
Quality factor Q≤ 65536 ∆Q/√Qoffline ≤ 1 (when no saturation has occurred)
Table 3.4: Ranges and online precision for energy, time and quality factor. ∆Q is defined as the difference
between Qoffline and Qonline .
3.5.1 Offline Test Results
The DspTest code emulates the computations performed both on the DSP (limited precision) and
offline (full precision) allowing to check the computation and the expected precision on the energy,
time and quality factor. In addition, it can use a given set of samples to generate new pulses
allowing to test changes in the code on a large scale.
The left plot in Fig. 3.7 shows the online cell energy Eonline as calculated on the DSP as a
function of the Eoffline calculated with full precision by the DspTest code. The right plot shows the
difference between the energy values Eonline and Eoffline as a function of the energy. The numerical
precision for the energy computation is clearly visible and the three (out of four) energy ranges
are seen at approximately 8 GeV and 64 GeV. As mentioned earlier, for each energy range the
precision is different and is given by the value of the LSB.
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Figure 3.7: Example of validation plots from events generated by the DspTest code. Eonline is the cell
energy computed by emulating the DSP response and Eoffline the energy computed with full precision.
The expected precision for the time computation is 10 ps (1 LSB). However, for large times
or equivalently for small energies, time differences higher than 10 ps are observed due to the
limited precision of the LUT (Fig. 3.8). It has been checked that this fact doesn’t cause any
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Figure 3.8: Example of validation plots from events generated by the DspTest code. Tonline is the cell
time computed by emulating the DSP calculation and Toffline the time computed using full precision. The
distributions are within ±10 ps apart from low energies and large times where the precision of the LUT
dominates. A cut on the cell energy E > 500 MeV is applied. The right plot shows the difference between
Toffline and Tonline for the cases where Toffline is within ±1 ns.
problems since the lack of precision affects very large times and during collisions the good signals
are all aligned in time with less than 1 ns.
For the quality factor the quantity (Qoffline−Qonline)/
√Qoffline is used to assess the pre-
cision of the computation. Originally the quality factor was computed using a simpler formula
without taking into account the derivative of the pulse
Q =
4
∑
i=0
[(si− p)−Ehi]2 (3.8)
and in this case it was observed that the values of (Qoffline −Qonline)/
√Qoffline were within ±1
thus the quantity ∆Q/√Q was chosen to assess the precision. During the last year, an extra term
h′τ has been added as shown in eq. 3.7. This extra term has been introduced to account for time
shifts of the physics pulse with respect to the sampling time. Using the new formula there are cases
where the online computation saturates causing a mismatch between the offline and online values
and the limit of ±1 in no longer respected. This mostly happens for small energies and large
times. Since some of the variables responsible for the saturation are already stored on the DSP as
32-bit integers it is impossible to increase their accuracy to avoid this effect. Fig. 3.9 displays the
precision of the quality factor computation for events generated with the DspTest code.
3.5.2 Validation during collision runs
During data-taking (cosmics, proton-proton collisions, heavy ion collisions) the DSP computations
have to be constantly monitored. A number of plots are available in real time to monitor the
computation and compare the offline and online results. In case of mismatch between these values
additional plots are filled to inform the shifters. Depending on the nature of these mismatches, the
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Figure 3.9: Distribution of (Qoffline−Qonline)/
√Qoffline as a function of Qoffline obtained with the DspTest
code. The values of this quantity are not within ±1 due to saturation of certain quantities on the DSP (see
paragraph 3.5.3).
Data Quality Monitoring Display (DQMD) will turn red for the specific partition triggering these
errors. The data for the specific period during which DQMD is red will be flagged accordingly to
inform the user of the problem. Immediate action has to be taken since as explained in Section 3.4
a malfunctioning of the DSP calculation would impact the energy reconstruction.
The plots presented in this section are from a 2011 proton-proton run. Fig. 3.10 shows the
difference between the online and offline cell energies, Fig. 3.11 the difference between the online
and offline cell timing and Fig. 3.12 the correlation between the Qonline and Qoffline .
A special attention has to be devoted when new constants are available. In particular, when
the new OFC constants have quite different values from the previous ones, a test of the DSP code
is necessary to ensure that the DSP computations and their precision are not affected. This usually
happens when the new OFCs are computed for different pile-up conditions. In this case, the new
constants are fed to the DspTest code and the energy, time and quality factor computations are
performed for real and generated pulses. The results are then analysed looking at the overall
behaviour and for strange features.
3.5.3 Specific examples of DSP code validation and improvements
In this section, two selected examples of subtle effects that have been found are given showing
the work of the author of the thesis regarding the validation and improvement of the DSP code
computations.
Correcting Time and Quality factor computations
As mentioned earlier (Section 3.4), the energy of the cell is computed first and if it is above a
given threshold then the time and the quality factor of that cell are computed using the measured
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Figure 3.10: Online monitoring plots of the DSP behaviour showing the difference between the Eonline and
Eoffline for the four different energy ranges. The second plot shows a detailed view of the first two energy
ranges where one can see that the ∆E is within the expected precision (1 MeV for the first energy range
and 8 MeV for the second one).
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Figure 3.11: Online monitoring plots of the DSP behaviour showing the distribution for the difference of
Toffline and Tonline . The majority of the events are within ±10 ps. Larger differences are also observed
because of the usage of the LUT.
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Figure 3.12: Plot produced online during data-taking showing the correlation between Qoffline and Qonline .
For the points that are not on the Qonline =Qoffline line, saturation has occurred on the DSP computation as
explained in paragraph 3.5.3.
energy. Extensive and careful comparison between the results given online from the DSP, offline
by ATHENA and the results from the DspTest code were performed. During this work, a mismatch
between the time and quality factor was noticed after feeding the same constants and samples while
the energy was the same in all cases. Careful comparison of all steps of the computation allowed
to find out that this was the result of the following feature: for medium and low gain the ramp
intercept is used for the energy calculation (eq. 3.1) and then this energy was used for the time and
quality factor computation on the DSP. Since the constants need to be packed in a specific way,
the online energy is computed directly while the offline calculation computes the amplitude first.
This caused the following effect:
offline online
Aτ =
4
∑
i=0
bi(si− p) Eτ =
4
∑
i=0
f ·R1 ·bi(si− p)
τ =
Aτ
A
=
4
∑
i=0
bi(si− p)
4
∑
i=0
ai(si− p)
τ =
Eτ
E
=
4
∑
i=0
f ·R1 ·bi(si− p)
f ·R0 +
4
∑
i=0
f ·R1 ·ai(si− p)
and similarly for quality factor Q . The term f R0 in the denominator causes a difference between
the online and offline values. To fix the mismatch, this new term had to be loaded on the DSP and
the additional computation E− f R0 had to be performed on the DSP before the time and quality
factor computation. In order to avoid memory problems and have backward compatibility, the
pedestal variable for the quality factor computation P that was stored as a 32-bit variable but only
the last 16-bits were used, was split in two 16-bit variables: one to store the term f R0 and one for
the pedestal P .
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Improving the quality factor computation
As mentioned above, the quality factor was originally computed with the simpler formula shown
in eq. 3.8. Later, it appeared clear that a more accurate measurement of the quality factor was
needed since it had to be used at the L2 trigger to reduce the trigger rate. Therefore the quality
factor computation was changed to include the derivative of the pulse shape in order to take into
account possible shift of the physics pulse with respect to the sampling time (eq. 3.7). Several
iterations and checks of this new algorithm were made.
First, the size of the memory where the constants per channel are stored had to be increased
to store the new h′i OFCs. To optimise the response of the DSP, in addition to these five constants,
three more variables (dummy variables) were loaded on the DSP thus increasing the size of the
memory occupied by the loaded constants by 128 bits per channel. After this change, the monitor-
ing plots showed saturation for all cases when the quality factor was computed. This was solved
by emulating the DSP computation using the DspTest code and checking closely every step of the
computation. This problem was found to be due to the DSP selecting the wrong constants (dummy
variables) from the memory.
Only after this correction it was possible to spot problems coming directly from the com-
putation. The computation of the quality factor had changed significantly since five additional
computations (one per sample) were now performed. The monitoring plots still showed cases of
saturation and cases of mismatches between the online and offline Q computation. After check-
ing again the computation step-by-step it was found that there were cases (mostly for high time
values) where the Q computation would saturate only for one or two out of the five samples. This
could result to either a saturated value or to a non-saturated value which was of course different
from the expected one. To account for this problem, two variables had to be moved from 16 to 32
bits. Even though this reduced the saturation cases, it was still not enough and cases of saturation
were still observed. Since the result of this computation was already stored as a 32-bit number it
was impossible to further increase the number of bits using a single word.
All these changes on the DSP code along with the fact that the single loop for the time and
quality factor computation was split (since now the time is used for the quality factor computa-
tion), reduced the optimisation of the DSP code and increased significantly the computation time.
Currently, the algorithm for the τ and Q computation can only be performed for 10% of the FEB
cells. In practice, today the fraction of cells treated is at the level of a few percent.
Chapter 4
Performance Studies
This chapter summarises the electron reconstruction and identification and the reconstruction of
the missing transverse energy (ETmiss ) in the ATLAS experiment. These are crucial elements for
the selection of events with a W boson decaying into an electron and neutrino.
The electrons from a collision event deposit their energy in many calorimeter cells. The raw
cell energies are measured and then the cells are grouped into clusters using dedicated clustering
algorithms. In ATLAS two main clustering algorithms are used: the “sliding-window” and the
topological clustering algorithm. The cluster is then matched to a track in the Inner Detector to
form an electron candidate. and then they are calibrated to reconstruct the particle energy. Finally
in order to distinguish whether the cluster has been produced by an electron or by any other
particle, a set of identification cuts are applied.
Neutrinos and any other hypothetical particles that interact very weakly with matter, escape
detection in the experiment. The transverse missing energy, EmissT , in the final state is a signature of
the presence of these particles. Events with large EmissT are also the key signature for new physics
such as supersymmetry and extra dimensions. An important requirement on the way in which the
analyses have to use the EmissT measurement is to minimise the impact of the limited detector cov-
erage, finite detector resolution, presence of dead detector regions and different sources of noise
that produce fake EmissT . A good measurement of the EmissT in terms of linearity and resolution is
important for many physics analyses [48].
Another important element of the W boson analysis is the charge misidentification rate for
electrons and positrons which will be presented in some detail in this chapter since the author of
this thesis has worked on this topic.
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4.1 Electromagnetic Cluster Reconstruction
4.1.1 Sliding-Window Clustering
Two kinds of sliding-window clusters are built by the ATLAS offline reconstruction program:
electromagnetic clusters which are based on the information from the EM calorimeter only mainly
and are used mainly for electron and photon detection, combined clusters that are used for jet and
tau detection and combine the information from both the EM and hadronic calorimeter. Here we
will only focus on the electromagnetic sliding-window clusters.
Tower Building
The first step of the sliding-window algorithm is to divide the EM calorimeter into a grid of 200×
265 elements in η−ϕ of size ∆η×∆ϕ = 0.025× 0.025 (as shown in Table 2.3, this is the size
of the second layer cells of the EM calorimeter). Inside each of the grid elements, the energy of
the cells from the three longitudinal calorimetric layers are summed to form the tower energy. The
energies of cells shared between towers in the strips and in the back layer of the EM calorimeter
are distributed according to the fractional area of the cells intersected by each tower.
Sliding-Window Precluster (Seed) Finding
A window of fixed size ∆η×∆ϕ = 0.075×0.125 is moved across each element of the tower grid.
If the transverse energy of the window is a local maximum and if it is above a threshold of 2.5
GeV, a precluster is formed.
The position of the precluster is computed as the energy weighted η and ϕ barycentres of
all the cells within a window around the cell at the centre of the precluster. This window has a
smaller size (∆η ×∆ϕ = 0.075× 0.075) in order to make the position calculation less sensitive
to noise. When the barycentres of two preclusters are closer than ∆η×∆ϕ = 0.050×0.050, only
the precluster with the highest transverse energy is kept.
EM Cluster Formation
As a final step, an EM cluster is filled by taking all cells within a fixed-size rectangle. The size of
this rectangle is ∆η×∆ϕ = 0.075× 0.175 (0.125× 0.125) in the barrel (end-cap) for electrons
and converted photons and ∆η×∆ϕ = 0.075×0.125 (0.125×0.125) in the barrel (end-cap) for
unconverted photons. In the end-cap, the cluster size is the same for both electrons and photons
since the effect of the magnetic field is smaller. It is larger in η than in the barrel because of the
smaller physical size of the cells.
The filling of the cluster is done in the following order: first the middle layer is filled using
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the precluster barycentre as seed, then the strip layer is filled using the barycentre of the middle
layer as the seed position and finally the presampler and the back layer cells are added using the
barycentre of the strips and middle layer as seed position respectively [45].
4.2 Electron Reconstruction
The standard electron reconstruction in ATLAS (also referred to as “egamma”) is based on clusters
reconstructed in the EM calorimeter which are then associated with tracks reconstructed in the
Inner Detector.
The tracks are matched to the clusters by extrapolating from the last measurement to the
second sampling of the EM calorimeter taking into account the magnetic field and the material in
between. An electron object is formed when the difference between the η and ϕ parameters of
the extrapolated track and the η and ϕ of the cluster satisfy the following criteria: ∆η < 0.05 and
−0.1 < q ·∆ϕ < 0.05 where q is the sign of the lepton. In case of more than one tracks satisfying
this requirement, tracks with silicon hits are given priority compared to TRT only tracks. If there
is more than one track satisfying this criterion, the best matched one is considered to be the one
that has the smallest distance ∆R =
√
(∆η2 + ∆ϕ2) between the extrapolated track position and
the cluster barycentre [48].
4.3 EM Cluster Energy Calibration
There are two calibration methods used in ATLAS in order to obtain the cluster energy: the longi-
tudinal weight method and the calibration hits method. Here the calibration hits method which is
used by default is briefly explained.
In order to compute the energy of the electron or photon energy and correct for energy losses
described in Fig. 4.1, a calibration procedure using the energy deposition in the calorimeter is
applied. The calibration hit method is based on Monte Carlo simulation and uses a parametrisation
of four different contributions: the energy deposited in the material in front of the calorimeter
(including the energy deposition in the presampler), the energy deposited in the EM calorimeter
inside and outside the cluster and the energy deposited beyond the EM calorimeter (longitudinal
leakage). The calibrated energy is reconstructed using the following formula:
Ee = a(EAcctot ,η)+ b(EAcctot ,η) ·EclLarps + c(EAcctot ,η) · (EclLarps )2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Energy in front
+
sAcccl (X ,η)
fout(X ,η) · (
3
∑
i=1
EclLari )︸ ︷︷ ︸
Energy in the accordion
·(1+ fleak(X ,η))︸ ︷︷ ︸
Longitudinal leakage
· F(η ,ϕ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Energy modulation
. (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Schematic view of an electromagnetic shower developing in the ATLAS LAr calorimeter. The
shower may start developing before it reaches the presampler loosing some energy in the material in front
of the calorimeter. Some part of the shower energy is lost in the material between the presampler and the
first calorimeter layer. The “out-of-cluster energy” corresponds to the energy which is lost when the size
of the cluster is smaller than the shower lateral extension. The “leakage energy” is the energy lost if the
shower is not contained by the calorimeter depth [46].
The terms of the equation are explained below.
• Ee is the electron or photon candidate energy.
• a(EAcctot ,η) , b(EAcctot ,η) and c(EAcctot ,η) are parameters determined using Monte Carlo sim-
ulation as a function of the energy deposited in the accordion EAcctot and |η | . The coeffi-
cients a and b are called offset and slope respectively. For the barrel pseudorapidity region
( |η |< 1.475) the parametrisation is limited to the first two terms ( c = 0).
• EclLarps is the energy measured in the presampler corrected for the energy deposited in the
passive material.
• X is the longitudinal barycentre of the shower (shower depth) defined as:
X =
3
∑
i=0
EclLari Xi
3
∑
i=0
EclLari
where: EclLari are the energies deposited in the active medium of the presampler and the
three calorimeter compartments and Xi is the depth of the longitudinal centre of each com-
partment as a function of |η | .
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Figure 4.2: Expected fractional energy resolution of the EM calorimeter for electrons of different energies
as a function of pseudorapidity [50].
• sAcccl (X ,η) is a correction factor to account for the accordion sampling fraction.
• fout(X ,η) is the correction for the energy deposited in the calorimeter outside the cluster
(lateral leakage).
• fleak(X ,η) is the longitudinal leakage correction.
• F(η ,ϕ) is the energy correction depending on the impact point inside a cell (energy mod-
ulation).
In the region |η | > 1.8 where the presampler is not present, the energy deposited in front
of the calorimeter is parametrised as a function of the longitudinal shower barycentre computed
with the information given by the compartments only [49]. Fig. 4.2 shows the expected energy
resolution of electrons for a wide energy range. It has a maximum value close to the transition
region.
4.4 In-situ Electron Calibration
The Z −→ ee decays and the well-known Z mass are used to further establish the electron energy
scale and intercalibrate the different detector regions. In each calorimetric region i , the energy of
the electron is parametrised as:
Emeas = Etrue(1+ αi)
where Etrue is the true electron energy, Emeas the energy measured by the calorimeter after sim-
ulation based energy-scale correction, and αi the residual miscalibration determined by a log-
likelihood fit constraining the dilepton mass to the Z boson lineshape. The results obtained using
the 2010 data are shown in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Left: The energy-scale correction factor α as a function of the pseudorapidity of the electron
cluster derived from fits to Z−→ ee data [51]. Right: Reconstructed di-electron mass distributions for Z−→ ee
decays when both electrons are in the barrel region after applying the baseline 2011 Z −→ ee calibration.
The data are compared to the signal Monte Carlo expectation. The fits of a Breit-Wigner convolved with a
Crystal Ball function are shown. The Gaussian width of the Crystal Ball function is given both for data and
MC simulation [47].
4.5 Electron Identification
At LHC, the electron to jet ratio is expected to be ∼ 10−5 , almost two orders of magnitude smaller
than at TeVatron. It is thus essential to be able to identify signal isolated electrons while having a
high rejection against jets and non-isolated electrons. For that purpose a number of identification
cuts including calorimeter, tracking and cluster-track matching information are used. There are
three reference sets of cuts defined in a pT and η grid with increasing background rejection
factors: “loose++”, “medium++” and “tight++”.
The “loose++” identification criterion has a lower background rejection and a higher signal
efficiency than the other criteria. The cuts used in this case are mainly calorimetric cuts on the
shower width and on the fraction of the energy leakage into the hadronic calorimeter. A few track
quality cuts are also applied (see Table 4.1).
The “medium++” identification provides a higher background rejection compared to
loose++. In addition to the loose++ requirements, medium++ includes cuts on variables defined
in the first layer of the EM calorimeter, on track quality and on the hit multiplicity in the b-layer.
The “tight++” identification includes additional and more stringent requirements. It is
used to provide a high background rejection. In particular, tight++ also includes a more stringent
cluster-track matching in ϕ and TRT cuts [48].
Table 4.1 shows the cuts used for each level of electron identification. Fig. 4.4 and 4.5 show
the medium the tight identification efficiencies as a function of the electron ET and η respectively
1
.
11The figure shows the results for the 2010 data since official ATLAS plots are not yet released. In this analysis, the
updated identification values derived using the 2011 data are used.
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Type Description Variable name
Loose++ cuts
Acceptance of the detector |η|< 2.47
Hadronic leakage Ratio of ET in the first layer of the hadronic calorimeter
to ET of the EM cluster (used over the range |η| < 0.8
and |η|> 1.37)
Rhad1
Ratio of ET in the hadronic calorimeter to ET of the EM
cluster (used over the range |η|> 0.8 and |η|< 1.37)
Rhad
First layer of EM calorimeter Total shower width wstot
Second layer of EM calorimeter Ratio in η of cell energies in 3×7 versus 7×7 cells Rη
Lateral width of the shower wη2
Track quality Number of hits in the pixel detector (≥ 1) Npix
Number of hits in the pixels and SCT (≥ 7) NSi
∆η between the cluster and the track (< 0.015) ∆η1
Medium++ cuts (includes loose++ cuts)
First layer of EM calorimeter Ratio of energy difference associated with the largest
and second largest energy deposit over the sum of these
energies
∆Es
Fraction of energy in 1st sampling F1
b-layer Number of hits in the b-layer (≥ 1) Nblayer
Track quality Tighter ∆η between the cluster and the track (< 0.005) ∆η1
Transverse impact parameter (< 5 mm) d0
TRT Ratio of the number of high-threshold hits to the total
number of hits in the TRT
RTRT
Tight++ cuts (includes medium++ cuts)
Track quality ∆ϕ between the cluster and the track ∆ϕ2
Ratio of the cluster energy to the track momentum E/p
Tighter transverse impact parameter (< 1 mm) d0
TRT Total number of hits in the TRT NTRT
Table 4.1: Definition of the variables used for loose++, medium++ and tight++ electron identification cuts
for the region |η |< 2.47 [48].
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Figure 4.4: Efficiencies measured from Z −→ ee events and predicted by MC for the medium identification
criteria Left: as a function of ET (integrated over |η |< 2.47 excluding the transition region 1.37 < |η |<
1.52) Right: as a function of η (integrated over 20 < ET < 50 GeV). The results for the data are shown
with their statistical (inner error bars) and total (outer error bars) uncertainties. The statistical error on
the MC efficiencies plotted as open squares is negligible. For clarity, the data and MC points are slightly
displaced horizontally in opposite directions [51].
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Figure 4.5: Efficiencies measured from Z −→ ee events and predicted by MC for the tight identification
criteria as a function of ET (integrated over |η |< 2.47 excluding the transition region 1.37 < |η |< 1.52)
(left) and of η (integrated over 20 < ET < 50 GeV) (right). Compared to the medium efficiencies, the
efficiencies for tight electrons are lower. [51].
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Figure 4.6: Schematic representation of the cone definition used for calorimetric isolation.
4.6 Electron Isolation
Many physics analyses and in particular W and Z decays produce a final state with isolated lep-
tons. In this analysis, the background contamination can be reduced by applying isolation criteria
on the candidate lepton. Isolation variables are defined using calorimetric information only or
quantities computed using tracking detectors only. For the calorimetric isolation (Fig. 4.6), a
cone of a given size ∆R is formed around the electron cluster axis (typically ∆R = 0.2, 0.3 or 0.4).
If the energy deposited in this cone (after the subtraction of the energy of the electron cluster) is
below a given threshold, the electron is considered to be isolated. Calorimeter isolation variables
are called Econe20T , Econe30T , Econe40T depending on the values of ∆R .
The track isolation variable is computed by summing the magnitudes of transverse momenta
of all additional tracks inside a cone of size ∆R (typically 0.2, 0.3, 0.4) around the electron track.
The calorimetric isolation variable is corrected for the energy deposited by the particles belonging
to the underlying event. In addition, corrections for pile-up and ET leakage outside the cluster are
applied to evaluate the calorimetric isolation variable. The track isolation variable is computed by
using only tracks that originate from the same vertex as the electron. Therefore it does not have a
strong dependence on pile-up and on underlying event and is not corrected for such effects.
4.7 Charge Identification
4.7.1 Method and Analysis Selection
The charge assigned to an electron∗ 2 is defined from the curvature of its track. A mis-measurement
of the charge can happen when a cluster produced in the EM calorimeter by an electron ∗ is asso-
ciated with a wrong track. For example this can happen if an electron interacts by bremsstrahlung
early in the detector and the resulting photon converts into an electron-positrons pair. In this case,
2The star indicates when the term “electron ∗ ” is used as “electron or positron” candidate.
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a mis-measurement of the charge happens if the cluster is associated with the track of the positron
of the pair.
The charge identification rate represents how often an electron∗ is assigned the correct
charge and is defined as the number of correctly assigned charges over all assignments εid =
Ncorrect charge
Nall
. In an equivalent way the charge misidentification rate represents how often an
electron∗ is assigned the wrong charge and is defined as εmisid =
Nwrong charge
Nall
.
For many studies, in particular for the measurement of the W + and W− cross-sections, it is
important to know how often an electron∗ is assigned the wrong charge. It has been found out that
in most cases this is related to the electron∗ interacting before entering the calorimeter. Therefore
the charge (mis)identification depends on the material in front of the EM calorimeter. For very
high pT electrons∗ the charge (mis)identification is mostly due to the fact that the tracks of high
pT particles have little curvature making it hard to measure the curvature and therefore to assign
a charge.
In practice, the charge (mis)identification rate depends on the level of the electron∗
identification. This is due to the fact that electrons∗ satisfying more stringent track-cluster match-
ing identification criteria are those that have suffered less of the interactions with detector material.
Therefore in this study the measurement is performed at four different levels of electron identifi-
cation namely: at “track quality” level for electron ∗ candidates satisfying a number of pixel and
silicon hits in the inner detector, at loose++, medium++ and tight++ level. Since the ATLAS anal-
yses use those four identification criteria, it is important to measure the charge (mis)identification
rate in all cases.
For this measurement the Tag&Probe method is used on Z −→ ee events. This method
consists in selecting a very well reconstructed electron ∗ candidate (tag electron∗ ) and then looking
if its partner has the correct charge assignment. The event selection criteria for this analysis require
at least one vertex with at least three tracks reconstructed in the event and that an unprescaled
single electron trigger is passed. Events with badly reconstructed jets are rejected and an EmissT
cut (MET_RefFinal< 20 GeV) is used to remove electroweak background (in particular W −→ eν
events). The tag electron∗ is required:
• to have pT above 25 GeV,
• to satisfy tight++ identification level,
• to have triggered the event,
• to be isolated (Econe30T /ET < 0.15) and
• to be in the barrel region in order to reduce the charge misidentification of the tag ( |η | <
1.37).
The probe electron∗ is required:
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• to have pT above 25 GeV and |η | below 2.47,
• to be outside the transition region [1.37,1.52] between the barrel and the end cap calorimeter
and
• to satisfy a given identification level.
As will be explained later, the signal region for the Tag&Probe measurement is defined as |Mtag&probe−
MZ|< 10 GeV, where |Mtag&probe| indicates the invariant mass computed using the tag and probe
electron∗ and MZ = 91.19 GeV
To reduce bias, all possible combinations of electron pairs in an event are taken into account.
For a given charge of the tag, the same (SS) or opposite charge (OS) of the probe is looked at, as
explained in the following. In this analysis, it is assumed that the charge of the tag electron∗ is
correctly assigned since the criteria used to select the tag are very stringent. A small correction
is applied in the analysis to account for the fact that the charge identification rate of the tag is not
exactly 1.
There are two measurements performed: the charge identification rate and the charge misiden-
tification rate. The former uses the OS sample, the latter relies upon the SS sample. Since the level
of the background contamination differs in these two samples, both measurements will be per-
formed independently. This will allow to cross-check possible bias induced from the background
subtraction procedure. The measurement is performed for both electrons and positrons.
The charge identification rate is measured as the number of opposite sign pairs over all
pairs εid =
Opposite Sign Pairs (OS)
All or more explicitly the probability of an electron being re-
constructed as an electron is 3:
ε−id =
+tag−probe
+tag−probe & +tag +probe
The charge misidentification is measured as the number of same sign pairs over all pairs
εmisid =
Same Sign Pairs (SS)
All . The probability of an electron being reconstructed as a positron
can be expressed as:
ε−misid =
+tag+probe
+tag−probe & +tag +probe
Similar relations hold for the charge identification ( ε+id ) and the charge misidentification (ε+misid )
of positrons.
The results of these two methods may be different since they may depend on the level of
background, if the background subtraction is not done properly. In this measurement the most
prominent background is due to interactions where jets faking electrons are produced (QCD back-
ground). Therefore if the QCD background subtraction is done properly then the obtained results
3The symbol “&” indicates here a sum.
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Figure 4.7: Top row: The distribution of the tag-probe mass for probe electrons ∗ passing track quality
identification level with |ηprobe|< 0.4 is shown in the case of SS pairs (tag electron, probe electron) in the
left plot and for OS pairs (tag electron, probe positron) in the right plot; Bottom row: Same distributions for
the case where the probe electron ∗ satisfies the loose++ identification requirements. The “shoulder” seen at
around 60 GeV is due to the lepton kinematic cuts.
are expected to agree.
4.7.2 QCD Background Evaluation
In Fig. 4.7 and 4.8 the tag-probe mass distribution is shown for the four different identification
levels of the probe electron∗ . It has been verified that in the first two cases ( track quality and
loose++ ) it is necessary to subtract the QCD background in order to extract the number of signal
events. On the contrary the medium++ and tight++ probe identification requirements on the probe
electron∗ give a very clean signal (≪ 0.5%) as shown in Fig. 4.8. For this reason, a different ap-
proach will be followed to measure the charge (mis)identification depending on the identification
level of the probe electron∗ .
To evaluate the number of signal events when the probe electrons∗ satisfy the track quality
or loose++ criteria, a fit to the tag-probe mass distribution with a template method is used. In this
case, the tag-probe mass distribution in data is fit to a weighted sum of the Monte Carlo signal
(Z −→ ee) distribution plus the QCD background distribution obtained with a data-driven method.
The weights are the parameters of the fit. A fit with an analytical form was also tried but due to
the high pT lepton cuts (25 GeV), there was not enough level arm to obtain a satisfactory result.
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Figure 4.8: Top row: The tag-probe mass distribution for probe electrons ∗ passing the medium++ iden-
tification level with |ηprobe| < 0.4 is shown for SS pairs (tag electron, probe electron) in the left plot and
for OS pairs (tag electron, probe positron) in the right plot; Bottom row: Same distributions for probe
electrons∗ satisfying the tight++ identification requirements. The shoulder seen at ∼ 60 GeV is caused by
the kinematic cuts applied on the electron ∗ selection.
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Figure 4.9: Left plot: Template fit results on the tag-probe mass distribution using Z −→ ee Monte Carlo
and a data-driven QCD sample for SS pairs (tag electron, probe electron) for probes satisfying the track
quality requirements and |ηprobe| < 0.4. Dots represent the data points. The histograms are normalised to
the fit results; Right plot: Same distribution for OS pairs (tag electron, probe positron).
The sample to extract the shape of the tag-probe mass distribution for the QCD background
is taken from data using the exact same cuts as for the Tag&Probe selection with the difference
that in this case the identification level of the electrons∗ is different: the tag is required to pass the
medium identification (looser selection than the medium++) criteria and the probe is required to
fail the loose identification (looser selection compared to the loose++).
In Fig. 4.9 the QCD and the signal Monte Carlo (Z −→ ee) templates are shown in compari-
son to the data.
4.7.3 Charge (Mis)Identification Results
As mentioned above when the probe satisfies the track quality or loose++ identification criteria,
the QCD background is subtracted using a template fit method in order to extract the number
of signal events. The template fit is performed on the tag-probe mass distribution in the region
66 < Mee < 116 GeV and then the number of signal events in a narrower region [80,101] GeV is
counted. A restricted region has been used since at the edge of the fit region the templates do not
describe perfectly well the data.
If the probe electron∗ satisfies the medium++ or tight++ identification, no QCD background
subtraction is performed since in this case the signal is very clean (≪ 0.5%). Therefore, the
number of events in the Mee region [80,101] GeV is counted and used for further analysis.
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Finally in order to compare the charge (mis)identification rate in data and in simulation, the
same analysis is performed on signal Monte Carlo (Z −→ ee). In this case, an additional constraint
is applied to the tag and probe candidates to ensure that they are matched to an electron/positron
(or photon) coming either directly or indirectly from the Z boson. A background subtraction is
no longer needed in this case and the number of events in the region 80 < Mee < 101 GeV is
simply counted. Two matching methods between reconstructed candidates and generated particles
are used: a track based 4 and a cone based (with ∆R < 0.15) algorithm. The difference between
the results obtained with the two methods is below 3h .
For the evaluation of the systematic uncertainties on the (mis)identification efficiencies four
different effects were studied:
• tighten the pT of the tag from 25 GeV to 30 GeV,
• remove the cut applied on the EmissT (this increases the number of background events),
• relax the isolation of the tag electron to Econe30T /ET < 0.3 (this also increases the number of
background events) and
• change the Mee region for the signal extraction to [76,101] GeV.
Track quality level results
The results for the case of “track quality” probes are presented here. The track quality criteria
require that the probe has at least one hit in the pixel detector and at least seven hits in the silicon
detectors. In Fig. 4.10 the comparison between charge (mis)identification in data for electrons
and positrons is displayed 5. In the barrel region the charge misidentification is quite low while it
increases in the end-cap as a function of η . This is due to the fact that there is more material in
this region making it more probable for electrons ∗ to interact before reaching the calorimeter and
being associated with the wrong track. It is important also to notice that no significant difference is
observed between the results for electrons and positrons leading to the conclusion that the fraction
of electrons wrongly identified as positrons in data is the same as the number of positrons wrongly
identified as electrons (ε+ = ε− ).
In Fig. 4.11 the comparison between the data (obtained with the template fit method) and
the Monte Carlo results is shown. The agreement is quite good in the barrel region while in the
end-cap region a discrepancy is observed. In the last η bin the difference between data and Monte
Carlo is ∼ 3−4% with the second showing higher charge misidentification rate. This effect could
be due to higher amount of material in Monte Carlo than in data at high η . An indication that
this explanation is pertinent is shown later in Fig. 4.21. One more point to mention is that even
4http://alxr.usatlas.bnl.gov/lxr-stb6/source/atlas/PhysicsAnalysis/MCTruthClassifier/MCTruthClassifier/MCTruth
ClassifierDefs.h
5Here “electrons” and “positrons” refers to electrons and positrons with correctly identified charge since the tag is
selection with very stringent criteria (see Section 4.7.1.
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Figure 4.10: Left plot: Comparison between charge identification for (probe) electrons (blue) and (probe)
positrons (red) passing the track quality requirements; Right plot: Charge misidentification for electrons
and positrons at track quality level.
though there is no difference observed between the electron and positron charge (mis)identification
in data, the Monte Carlo shows higher identification for positrons at high η . The maximum
difference is in the last η bin amounts to ∼ 2σ . This difference has not been investigated here
and should be taken into account in charge related analyses if (mis)identification rates measured
in Monte Carlo simulation are used.
Fig. 4.12 displays the comparison between the two methods: charge identification and
charge misidentification for electrons (left plot) and for positrons (right plot) 6. There is no sig-
nificant difference observed between the two methods meaning that there is no bias introduced by
the QCD background subtraction method. In principle, this comparison represents an additional
way to control the systematic uncertainty on the background evaluation.
Loose++ identification
In this section the results for the charge (mis)identification in data for electrons and positrons
passing the loose++ requirements are presented. Fig. 4.13 shows the agreement between the
results obtained for electrons and positrons.
The data - Monte Carlo comparison for charge identification and misidentification is shown
in Fig. 4.14. As in the previous case, a small discrepancy is observed at high |η | .
The comparison between the methods of charge identification and charge misidentification
are shown in Fig. 4.15. The second plot shows the same results for positrons. The two methods
give, as in the previous case (see Fig. 4.12) compatible results.
6Here “electrons” and “positrons” refers to electrons and positrons with correctly identified charge since the tag is
selection with very stringent criteria (see Section 4.7.1.
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Figure 4.11: Plots showing the data - Monte Carlo comparison at track quality level for (a) charge misiden-
tification using (-)- pairs [the brackets indicate the sign of the tag]; (b) charge misidentification using (+)+
pairs; (c) charge identification using (-)+ pairs; (d) charge identification using (+)- pairs.
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Figure 4.12: Left plot: Comparison between charge identification and charge misidentification for elec-
trons satisfying the track quality requirements (on the graph the values 1-(charge misidentification) are
plotted); Right plot: Comparison between charge identification and charge misidentification for track qual-
ity positrons.
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Figure 4.13: Left plot: Comparison between charge identification (OS measurement) for electrons (blue)
and positrons (red) passing the loose++ identification; Right plot: Charge misidentification (SS measure-
ment) for electrons and positrons at loose++ level.
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Figure 4.14: Plots showing the data - Monte Carlo comparison at loose++ level for (a) charge misidenti-
fication using (-)- pairs [the brackets indicate the sign of the tag]; (b) charge misidentification using (+)+
pairs; (c) charge identification using (-)+ pairs; (d) charge identification using (+)- pairs.
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Figure 4.15: Left plot: Comparison between charge identification and charge misidentification for loose++
electrons (on the plot the values 1-(charge misidentification) are plotted; Right plot: Comparison between
charge identification and charge misidentification for loose++ positrons.
Medium++ identification
Fig. 4.16 displays the comparison between electron and positron charge (mis)identification at
medium++ identification level. Only the charge identification rate is shown in Fig. 4.16 since
no background subtraction is performed and therefore the charge identification measurement is
fully correlated with the charge misidentification one. As expected, the rate of correctly identified
charges is higher compared to the loose++ level especially in the end-cap region. As before the
charge identification rate in data for electrons is the same as for positrons.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison between charge identification rates for electrons (blue) and positrons (red) pass-
ing the medium++ identification.
In Fig. 4.17 the data and Monte Carlo comparison for electrons and positrons charge identi-
fication satisfying the medium++ identification requirements is shown. In Monte Carlo the agree-
ment between the charge identification rate for electrons and positrons is within 1σ .
The trigger used for many analyses is a single electron trigger where the electron needs to
satisfy medium++ identification criteria. For analyses where the charge misidentification plays an
important role, it is necessary to know whether the trigger requirement affects the charge identifi-
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Figure 4.17: Plots showing the data - Monte Carlo comparison at medium++ level for (a) charge iden-
tification using (-)+ pairs [the brackets indicate the sign of the tag]; (b) charge identification using (+)-
pairs.
cation. Therefore, for the cases of medium++ and tight++ probes we add an additional requirement
to the probe namely the requirement that the probe is matched to the object that fired the single
electron medium++ trigger. The results showing the comparison between medium++ probes and
medium++ probes that triggered the event are presented in Fig. 4.18. For the case of triggered
matched probes the charge identification is slightly higher in the end-cap region. The difference
is at the level of ∼ 1% for the last η bin (corresponds to ∼ 1.5σ ). This effect indicates a small
correlation between the charge identification and the quality of the triggered object.
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Figure 4.18: Comparison between medium++ probes and medium++ probes that have triggered the event
(a) charge identification using (-)+ pairs [the brackets indicate the sign of the tag]; (b) charge identification
using (+)- pairs.
Tight++ identification
In this section the charge identification rates for electrons and positrons satisfying the tight++
identification criteria are presented. Fig. 4.19 shows the agreement in data between the charge
identification rates for electrons and positrons. As expected, at this level the charge identification
is significantly higher compared to the previous identification levels. As in the previous case, the
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charge identification is almost flat within the barrel region while it decreases in the end-cap region.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison between charge identification for electrons (blue) and positrons (red) passing the
tight++ identification.
In Fig. 4.20 the comparison between data and Monte Carlo charge identification rates are
shown. Again a discrepancy is observed at high η . To investigate this discrepancy, the E/p
distribution for data and Monte Carlo (where E is the energy of the electron cluster and p is the
momentum of the track) is displayed in Fig. 4.21. This distribution is sensitive to the amount
of material in front of the calorimeter. For the case of the last bin 2.32 < |ηprobe| < 2.47, the
difference is larger. The fact that the Monte Carlo distribution is shifted to higher values indicates
that there is more material upstream in the Monte Carlo description than on data.
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Figure 4.20: Plots showing the data - Monte Carlo comparison at tight++ level for (a) charge identification
using (-)+ pairs [the brackets indicate the sign of the tag]; (b) charge identification using (+)- pairs.
The comparison between the charge identification for the tight++ level when the probe is
required or not required to have triggered the event is displayed in Fig. 4.22. The difference is
smaller than for the medium++ case but it still appears to be a trend for lower charge misidentifi-
cation when the probe is required to be matched to the trigger.
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Figure 4.21: E/p distribution comparison between data and Monte Carlo for all tight++ probes in the
pseudorapidity region (a) |ηprobe| < 0.42 (b) 1.52 < |ηprobe| < 1.74 (first bin after crack) and (b) 2.32 <
|ηprobe|< 2.47 (last η bin).
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Figure 4.22: Comparison between tight++ probes and tight++ probes that have triggered the event (a)
charge identification using (-)+ pairs [the brackets indicate the sign of the tag]; (b) charge identification
using (+)- pairs.
4.8 EmissT Reconstruction
In ATLAS, several algorithms are used to compute the missing transverse energy, EmissT . Here the
algorithm which is used in the W analysis is shortly described. In this case, the reconstruction and
calibration of the EmissT variable makes use of a refined calibration based on reconstructed physics
objects. This quantity is called EmissT RefFinal. The reconstruction includes contributions from
the transverse energy deposits in the calorimeters and from the muons reconstructed in the muon
spectrometer. The values of the EmissT and its azimuthal angle are calculated as:
EmissT =
√
(Emissx )2 +(Emissy )2 , ϕmiss = arctan(Emissy /Emissx )
where:
Emissx(y) = E
miss,calo
x(y) + E
miss,µ
x(y) . (4.2)
4.8.1 Calculation and Calibration of the EmissT calorimeter term
The calorimeter terms Emiss,calox and Emiss,caloy are defined as:
Emiss,calox =−
Ncell∑
i=1
Ei sin θi cosϕi , Emiss,caloy =−
Ncell∑
i=1
Ei sinθi sin ϕi
where Ei,θi and ϕi are respectively the energy, polar angle and azimuthal angle of the cells over
the pseudorapidity range |η |< 4.5.
In order to suppress the noise contribution, instead of using all cells only the cells that
belong to topological clusters are used. These topological clusters are seeded by a cell with a
deposited energy |Ei|> 4σnoise . Then neighbouring cells with |Ei|> 2σnoise are added iteratively
and finally all neighbours of the accumulated cells are added to build the topological cluster.
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To account for effects from the detector response and inactive material in front of the
calorimeter, a given calibration procedure is used. The calorimeter cells are calibrated on the
basis of the reconstructed physics object to which they belong in the following order: electrons,
photons, hadronically decaying τ , jets and muons (originating from energy lost by the muons in
the calorimeter). Cells that belong to topological clusters but are not associated with any physics
object are also taken into account. Once the cells are associated with a category of object as de-
scribed above and calibrated accordingly, the contribution to the EmissT resulting from the transverse
energy deposit in the calorimeter is calculated as:
Emiss,calo
x(y) = E
miss,e
x(y) + E
miss,γ
x(y) + E
miss,τ
x(y) + E
miss, jets
x(y) + E
miss,so f t jets
x(y) + E
miss,calo,µ
x(y) + E
miss,CellOut
x(y)
where each term is calculated as the negative sum of calibrated cell energies inside the correspond-
ing objects. The different terms are listed below.
• Emiss,e
x(y) , E
miss,γ
x(y) and E
miss,τ
x(y) are reconstructed from cells in electrons, photons and taus re-
spectively. The electron contribution is calculated from reconstructed candidate electrons
with pT > 10 GeV satisfying the medium identification requirements and calibrated us-
ing the electron calibration. The contribution from photons is calculated from calibrated
photons with pT > 10 GeV satisfying tight photon identification requirements. The contri-
bution from taus is calculated from “tight” taus with pT > 10 GeV calibrated using a local
hadronic calibration (LCW) which will be explained below.
• Emiss, jets
x(y) is reconstructed from cells in jets with pT > 20 GeV and calibrated with LCW
first and then using the jet energy scale factor.
• Emiss,so f t jets
x(y) is reconstructed from cells in jets with 7 GeV< pT < 20 GeV and calibrated
with LCW calibration.
• Emiss,calo,µ
x(y) is the contribution originating from the energy lost by muons in the calorimeter
which will be discussed further in the EmissT muon term.
• Emiss,CellOut
x(y) is calculated from the cells in topoclusters which are not included in the recon-
structed objects. It is calibrated with LCW calibration and uses the reconstructed tracks to
recover low pT particles that do not reach the calorimeter.
With the addition of the muon term, the EmissT variable is computed [52].
4.8.2 Calculation of the EmissT muon term
The EmissT muon term is calculated from the momenta of muon candidate tracks within |η |< 2.7
as:
Emiss,µ
x(y) =− ∑
selected muons
pµ
x(y)
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For muons in the region 2.5 < |η |< 2.7 (outside the fiducial region of the inner detector),
the pT from the muon spectrometer is used. For the η region below 2.5, the pT of the muon
candidate is determined from the combined measurement of the inner detector and the muon spec-
trometer or from the measurement of the muon spectrometer only depending on whether the muon
is isolated or not. Isolated and non-isolated muons are treated differently in order to avoid a double
count of the muon contribution in the muon term and in the calorimetric muon term. Non-isolated
muons are defined as those muons with a distance ∆R < 0.3 from a jet.
More specifically, the pT of an isolated muon is determined from the combined measure-
ment of the inner detector and muon spectrometer. In this case, the energy lost by the muon in the
calorimeter Emiss,caloµ
x(y) is not added to avoid double counting. For non-isolated muons, the energy
lost in the calorimeter cannot be separated from the nearby jet energy. In this case and unless
there is significant mismatch between the spectrometer and combined measurement, the pT of the
muon in the muon spectrometer after the energy loss in the calorimeter is used.
4.8.3 EmissT resolution
The EmissT performance is evaluated by studying the (Emissx , Emissy ) resolutions as a function of the
total transverse energy ∑ET reconstructed from the calorimeters defined as:
∑ET =
Ncell∑
i=1
Ei sinθi
where Ei and θi are the energy and polar angle respectively of cells associated with topological
clusters within |η | < 4.5. This is evaluated in events with no real EmissT (Z −→ ll ) and on events
with real EmissT (W −→ lν ). In Z events where no EmissT is expected, the resolution is estimated in
data from the width of the two EmissT component distributions (Emissx ; Emissy ). In W events, the
Emissx and Emissy resolutions are estimated from simulated events as the width of the distributions
Emissx −Emiss,Truex and Emissy −Emiss,Truey respectively. The EmissT distribution and resolution are
shown in Fig. 4.23 and 4.24 for Z −→ ee events (data) and W −→ eν events (simulation) respectively
[52].
4.8.4 EmissT Linearity in W −→ eν Events
In this subsection, the work of the author of the thesis on the study of the EmissT linearity and
resolution is presented. This study is used to understand the EmissT response in W analysis. The
EmissT linearity curve is obtained calculating the variable
< EmissT − pνT >
pνT
(4.3)
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Figure 4.23: Left plot: distribution of EmissT as measured in a data sample of Z → ee candidates. The
expectation from Monte Carlo simulation is superimposed and normalised to data, after each MC sample
is weighted with its corresponding cross-section. The ratio of the data and the MC distribution is shown
below the plot. Right plot: Emissx and Emissy resolution as a function of the total transverse energy in
calorimeters for Z → ee events in data. The ∑ET is at the EM scale and Emissx , Emissy are scaled by the
ratio ∑ET (EM)/∑ET . Different calibration procedures of EmissT are compared. The curve is the fit to the
resolution of RefFinal EmissT , and fit values are indicated for all EmissT calibration schemes used [52].
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Figure 4.24: Same plot as Fig. 4.23 for W candidate events. Left plot: Distribution of EmissT as measured
in a data sample of W → e/nu candidates. Right plot: Emissx and Emissy resolution as a function of the
total transverse energy in calorimeters for W → e/nu events in data. Different calibrations of EmissT are
compared. The curve is the fit to the resolution of RefFinal EmissT , and fit values are indicated for all EmissT
calibration schemes used [52].
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Figure 4.25: EmissT linearity and resolution as measured on simulated events. The Monte Carlo conditions
correspond to the full 2011 data-taking. The selection includes only lepton requirements.
as a function of pνT , where EmissT is the reconstructed missing transverse energy in Monte Carlo
W −→ eν events and pνT is the transverse momentum of the generated neutrino.
The selection requirements for this analysis include a high pT and well reconstructed elec-
tron that satisfies the following criteria: pT above 25 GeV and |η |< 2.47 excluding the calorime-
ter transition region. In addition, the electron is required to pass the tight++ identification criteria
and to be isolated (Econe30T < 5 GeV).
The mean value of the linearity is expected to be zero if the reconstructed EmissT has the
correct scale. In Fig. 4.25 the EmissT linearity curve is shown as a function of the pνT value as
obtained using Monte Carlo simulation corresponding to the 2011 data-taking conditions. A dis-
placement from zero can be seen in the plot. The second plot shows the resolution distribution of
the EmissT which is at the level of ∼ 12 GeV when the same selection requirements are applied.
The EmissT reconstruction is highly affected by the pile-up conditions. This is shown in Fig.
4.26 where the EmissT linearity curve is shown for two periods with different pile-up conditions.
The first plot simulates the data-taking conditions for the first 1.13 f b−1 of 2011 data-taking with
low pile-up conditions (∼ 5 interactions per bunch crossing in average) while the second plot
shows the linearity of EmissT for high pile-up conditions (∼ 12 interactions per bunch crossing in
average) and corresponds to the conditions of the last 2.43 f b−1 of data-taking. For higher pile-up
conditions the reconstructed EmissT has higher values.
Adding new requirements to the selection of the W events on the EmissT and the W transverse
mass, as for all W physics analyses, changes significantly the EmissT linearity curve due to the high
EmissT resolution. Fig. 4.27 shows the EmissT linearity and resolution when a EmissT requirement above
25 GeV and a W transverse mass requirement above 40 GeV are applied. The W transverse mass
is defined as mWT =
√
2 · plT ·EmissT · (1− cos(ϕl,ν )) where ϕl,ν is the angle between the electron
and the EmissT (neutrino) in the transverse plane.
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Figure 4.26: EmissT linearity as a function of pνT measured on W −→ eν events. The left plot represents low
pile-up conditions while the right plot high pile-up conditions. The linearity of EmissT is shifted to higher
values for high pile-up conditions.
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Figure 4.27: EmissT linearity (left) and resolution (right) after a selection including electron, EmissT and mWT
requirements. Compared to Fig. 4.25 it is evident that the EmissT linearity is highly affected by the additional
selection criteria. This is also seen in the right plot where the mean of the distribution is also shifted. The
resolution of the EmissT is not significantly affected.
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4.9 Conclusion
In summary, a coherent picture emerges from the analyses of the charge (mis)identification rates
for electrons and positrons at different levels of identification criteria. The charge (mis)identification
in data is the same for electrons and positrons. The data and the Monte Carlo results agree with
the exception of very few bins at high η . This is probably due to a small misdescription of the de-
tector material. As expected, the charge misidentification rate depends on the level of the electron
identification and is lower for more stringent identification criteria.
Finally, a study of the EmissT linearity in W −→ eν events has also been presented showing its
dependence on different pile-up conditions corresponding to the 2011 data-taking.
Chapter 5
W−→ eν Analysis
The reconstruction of W −→ eν decays relies on the detection of a high momentum electron and
a large missing transverse energy. The main sources of background events to this process result
from the production of the W , Z and t ¯t pairs decaying in final states with at least one lepton and
from events produced by the strong interactions between the initial protons which will be called
“QCD events” in the following.
In this chapter, the selection criteria for W −→ eν events are described as well as the main
sources of backgrounds to this process. The analysed data were collected by the ATLAS detector
during the 2011 data-taking periods and correspond to a total integrated luminosity of 5.39 f b−1 .
5.1 Event Selection
A number of selection criteria are used to ensure a high signal efficiency and a low background
contamination. In addition to the requirements of a high- pT electron and a large missing trans-
verse energy EmissT , several criteria must be satisfied in order to ensure the quality of the selected
events. The full set of cuts is explained in the following subsections.
5.1.1 Event Preselection Requirements
The first step of the selection is to exclude events with major detector problems that could affect
the measured quantities in the W analysis; for example events in which part of a subdetector was
not operational. An analysis dependent Good Run List (GRL) is generated containing a list of
events that can be safely used for the analysis. There are however events with sporadic noise
bursts in the electromagnetic calorimeter or data corruption that are not accounted for in the GRL.
These events are also excluded. This selection reduces by 3% the amount of data used. For the W
and Z analyses, the selected sample corresponds to a luminosity of 4.71 f b−1 .
The data sample is selected by requiring that the single electron trigger is fired when run-
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ning over a data stream gathering calorimeter based triggers (“EGamma stream”). Given that the
instantaneous luminosity increased throughout the 2011 data-taking, the ATLAS trigger menu had
to be modified to keep the event rate at a tolerable level. Therefore three different single electron
triggers are used for this analysis depending on the data-taking period as shown on Table 5.1.
They require an electron candidate of 20 (22) GeV that satisfy medium or medium1 identifica-
tion requirements. The medium1 selection corresponds to the medium++ identification which is
tighter than the medium identification requirements. During the second half of the data taking, an
additional trigger (EF_e45_medium1) is also used to account for inefficiencies in very high ET
electrons. In this analysis, the effect of this trigger is insignificant. Fig. 5.1 shows the efficiency
of the three main triggers which are used for this analysis.
Trigger Luminosity [ f b−1]
EF_e20_medium 1.69
EF_e22_medium 0.59
EF_e22vh_medium1 OR EF_e45_medium1 2.43
Table 5.1: Triggers used for the W −→ eν analysis and the corresponding luminosity. The “vh” characters
in the trigger name indicate that a requirement on the hadronic leakage was used to ensure a lower trigger
rate while keeping a very high efficiency of the electron trigger.
Figure 5.1: Efficiencies for the EF_e20_medium circles, EF_e22_medium squares and
EF_e22vh_medium1 triangles triggers as a function of ηe and pT,e as measured on 2011 data.
The error bars represent both statistical and systematic uncertainties [53].
Finally, the vertex having the largest scalar sum of transverse momenta of associated tracks
is selected as the primary vertex of the hard collision. Only events where the primary vertex has
at least three tracks associated are considered.
5.1.2 W −→ eν Selection
The requirements that the electron candidate and the EmissT in a given event need to satisfy in order
to consider the event as a W candidate event are listed and motivated below.
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The electron candidate is required to have pT above 25 GeV. The pT spectrum of the
electron from a W decay is a jacobian peak centred around ∼ 40 GeV (about half of the W
mass). Cutting at pT > 25 GeV has little impact on the signal while it reduces the background
resulting from electroweak processes like the W −→ τν events and the QCD background that is
expected to decrease monotonically with pT . The electron candidate is also required to be in the
pseudorapidity region |η |< 2.47 excluding the calorimeter transition region (1.37 < |η |< 1.52).
The cuts described above define the “electron fiducial region”. The transition region is excluded
since the electron reconstruction is significantly lower in this region. In addition, the electron is
required to be out of known small problematic calorimeter regions.
The electron candidate is further required:
• to have triggered the event,
• to satisfy the tight++ identification requirements (as mentioned in Section 4.5 the efficiency
satisfying the tight++ criteria is ∼ 65% while the background rejection is high ∼O(10−4))
and
• to satisfy a calorimetric isolation cut. The isolation variable used here, Econe30T , has been
corrected for pile-up and ET -leakage effects. Requiring that the candidate electron is iso-
lated (Econe30T < 5 GeV) has little impact on the signal (∼ 98% efficiency) and at the same
time rejects a large fraction of QCD background events (∼ 65% of the background).
It is worth noticing that it is not only required that the event passes one of the single electron trig-
gers mentioned in Section 5.1.1 but also that the selected electron was the one that triggered the
event. This requirement is applied in order to facilitate the use of trigger and identification correc-
tions. To further reduce the background resulting mainly from t ¯t and Z −→ ee processes, events
that have a second electron in the electron fiducial region satisfying the medium++ identification
requirement are rejected.
The EmissT is required to be larger than 25 GeV. This selection keeps ∼ 79% of the signal
events while it reduces the background contamination resulting from QCD and Z −→ ee processes.
Furthermore, events that have badly reconstructed jets are excluded from the analysis since they
affect the EmissT measurement (jet cleaning).
Finally, a cut on the transverse mass mWT > 40 GeV is applied. The transverse mass is
defined as:
mWT =
√
2 · plT ·EmissT · (1− cos(ϕl,ν)) (5.1)
where ϕl,ν is the angle between the electron and the EmissT (neutrino) in the transverse plane.
The last row in Table 5.4 presents the number of data events as well as the expected number
of W −→ eν signal and background events after all selection cuts described in this Section. In the
following sections it will be explained how these results are obtained.
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5.2 Electroweak Background Estimation
The signature of the W −→ eν decay can be reproduced by a number of other processes either be-
cause the final state is similar or because one or more particles are wrongly measured. Such pro-
cesses constitute the background of the W −→ eν analysis. In this section we will describe the eval-
uation of the background events resulting from processes where decays mediated by electroweak
processes are present (“electroweak background”). These are events with W −→ τν , Z −→ ee ,
Z −→ ττ , t ¯t and with dibosons WW , W Z and ZZ . To study these backgrounds, Monte Carlo
simulation is used since their contribution is small and quite well known.
The process W −→ τν is an almost irreducible background to W −→ eν since the neutrino
results in EmissT and the τ lepton decays in ∼ 18% of the cases in eνeντ . The energy spectrum of
the electron from the τ decay is softer and its track has non-zero impact parameters. However, this
last feature is not used since it has been shown that a cut on the impact parameter doesn’t improve
the analysis.
The process Z −→ ee contributes to the W −→ eν background when one of the two electrons
is badly reconstructed or is outside the detector acceptance. The Z −→ ee cross-section is about a
factor of 10 smaller than the W −→ eν cross-section.
The process Z−→ ττ contributes to the background for essentially the same reason explained
in the case of W −→ τν decays.
The t ¯t pair production is a background to the W −→ eν process since one of the top quarks
can decay semileptonically resulting in an electron and EmissT .
The contributions from the diboson production WW , W Z and ZZ is also considered. In
the WW and W Z events the W can decay in the electron channel. The ZZ events constitute a
background for the same reason as the Z events.
Table 5.2 shows the Monte Carlo samples that are used for this analysis (including signal
Monte Carlo as well). The production cross-section of W decaying leptonically into one lepton
flavour is calculated to be 10.46± 0.52 nb at NNLO. The Z cross-section is about a factor 10
lower. The relative uncertainties on the W and Z production in the leptonic channels are at the
level of ∼ 5%. The production cross-section for t ¯t pairs is 0.165 nb calculated at approximately
NNLO with an uncertainty of ∼ 10%. The production cross-sections for the dibosons is even
lower (about a factor of 103 ). They are calculated at NLO with a relative uncertainty of ∼ 5%
To estimate the contamination from these sources in the signal sample, the W −→ eν selec-
tion is run on the corresponding Monte Carlo samples. The number of events after all cuts are
normalised to the same luminosity of the data sample using the cross-sections shown on Table 5.2.
Table 5.3 summarises the fraction of events for each of the processes described in this Section
which are expected in the data sample after the full signal selection.
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Physics process σ ·BR [nb] Generator Normalisation Luminosity [ f b−1]
W −→ eν 10.46±0.52 PYTHIA NNLO 0.76
W+ −→ e+ν 6.16±0.31 MC@NLO NNLO 0.65
W− −→ e−ν¯ 4.30±0.21 MC@NLO NNLO 0.70
W −→ τν 10.46±0.52 MC@NLO NNLO 0.16
Z −→ ee 0.99±0.05 PYTHIA NNLO 9.5
Z −→ ττ 0.99±0.05 PYTHIA NNLO 1.0
t ¯t 0.165+0.011−0.016 MC@NLO NLO+NNLL 165
WW 0.045±0.003 HERWIG NLO 140
WZ 0.0185±0.0009 HERWIG NLO 174
ZZ 0.0060±0.0003 HERWIG NLO 196
Table 5.2: Signal and background Monte Carlo samples as well as the generators used in the simulation.
For each sample, the production cross-section multiplied by the branching ratio (BR), used for normalisa-
tion, is given. The electroweak W and Z cross-sections are calculated at NNLO, t ¯t at approximate NNLO
and the diboson cross-sections at NLO. The available luminosity of each sample is also given [54].
Physics process Fraction of events [%]
W −→ τν 1.78±0.02
Z −→ ee 1.050±0.002
t ¯t 0.3908±0.0003
Z −→ ττ 0.151±0.002
Dibosons 0.10382±0.00004
Table 5.3: Fraction of the electroweak background contributions expected in data and their statistical
uncertainty computed using MC samples after the selection cuts described in Section 5.1.
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5.3 QCD background estimation for the W −→ eν selection
The cross-section of QCD events is very high (of the order of hundreds of mb) therefore a Monte
Carlo evaluation of this source of background would require a huge amount of simulated events
which is impossible to realise. Moreover this cross-section is less precisely known than the cross-
section of the electroweak processes described earlier. For these reasons, data-driven methods are
used to estimate the amount of this source of background. In this analysis, the data-driven method
used is the so-called “matrix method”. This choice has been made to explore an alternative method
with respect to the one used commonly in the ATLAS W inclusive analysis which is based on
template fits where the signal shape is taken from simulation. In principle, the matrix method is
less dependent on shapes and uses data-driven quantities (except for the electroweak background
evaluation).
After the subtraction of the electroweak (EW) background, the number of events passing
the selection requirements is the sum of the number of W and QCD events:
Ndata = NW + NQCD (5.2)
Applying an additional cut, a new equation can be written:
Ncutdata = εsig ·NW + εQCD ·NQCD (5.3)
where Ncutdata is the number of events after this additional cut and after the subtraction of the EW
background. The additional cut in this analysis is the electron calorimetric isolation and therefore
εsig is the signal isolation efficiency and εQCD the QCD background isolation efficiency in the
selected sample. The eq. 5.2 and 5.3 can be used to extract the number of W events and the
number of QCD events:
NW =
Ncutdata− εQCD ·Ndata
εsig− εQCD and NQCD =
εsig ·Ndata−Ncutdata
εsig− εQCD (5.4)
Therefore the necessary quantities to estimate the number of W candidate events (or equivalently
the number of QCD background events) are:
• Ndata , Ncutdata , namely the number of data events passing the W selection cuts after the sub-
traction of the EW background (Nmeasured −NMC,EW ) before and after the isolation cut re-
spectively,
• the signal isolation efficiency εsig , which will be measured on data using the Tag&Probe
method on Z −→ ee events and
• the fraction of QCD background events εQCD , which will be measured on data using a
specially selected sample enriched in QCD events. This sample will be referred to as “QCD
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sample” from now on while the sample obtained after the selection described in Section 5.1
and after the electroweak background subtraction will be called “signal sample”.
For the purpose of the analysis, the estimation of NQCD from eq. 5.4 will be performed in 10 |η |
bins and separately for positrons and electrons.
5.3.1 Selection of the QCD sample
The goal is to select a sample of QCD background events that satisfies the W selection criteria.
Therefore the selection requirements for this sample must be as similar as possible to the W
selection. To select the QCD sample, the same selection criteria as for the W analysis are applied
with the following differences:
• a different trigger is used with looser identification requirements as motivated below,
• the electron is required to pass the loose identification criteria and a set of track quality cuts
instead of the tight++ identification,
• the electron is required to fail any of the remaining medium identification requirements and
• only events that have at least one reconstructed jet with pT > 20 GeV and |η | < 2.8 are
accepted.
With respect to the trigger used in the W analysis, the QCD sample is selected using trigger items
that rely on looser identification criteria to match the looser offline identification requirements
described above. The looser trigger items are EF_e20_loose, EF_e20_loose1, EF_e20_looseTrk
and EF_g20_loose. Depending on the data-taking period the pT cut varies from 20 GeV to 22
GeV. The main issue here is that all these triggers are highly prescaled and only correspond to a
luminosity of 132 pb−1 . The possible bias that may result from the fact that the selection criteria
for the QCD sample are not exactly the same as for the signal sample is taken into account in the
systematic uncertainty.
The distribution of the isolation variable Econe30T for the signal sample, for the W Monte
Carlo and for the QCD sample is shown in Fig. 5.2. A shift between the data and the signal Monte
Carlo sample of ∼ 300 MeV is observed. while the QCD isolation distribution obtained using the
selected QCD sample describes well the tail of the data distribution. The observed shift has been
seen in other analyses as well and will be taken into account here in the systematic uncertainty.
Measuring the QCD isolation efficiency εQCD
The selected QCD sample is used to measure the term εQCD which describes the isolation effi-
ciency in the QCD events which are background to the W −→ eν events. This efficiency is esti-
mated by checking the fraction of electrons and positrons in the QCD sample that also satisfy the
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Figure 5.2: Distribution of the isolation variable EconeT 30 for data, signal MC and QCD samples using the
selected QCD sample.
isolation cut Econe30T < 5 GeV. For the purpose of this analysis the efficiency εQCD is measured in
10 |ηe| bins and separately for electrons and positrons. Due to the limited statistics the statistical
uncertainty per bin is ∼ 1.5%.
To evaluate the systematic uncertainties of this measurement, two additional methods of
selecting the QCD sample are used. The first method requires that the electron candidate fails
any of the remaining medium or tight identification requirements and the second one that the
electron fails at least one of the remaining medium criteria and at least one of the remaining tight
identification criteria.
Fig. 5.3 shows the QCD background isolation efficiencies εQCD for electrons and positrons
as a function of |ηe| . The efficiencies at different |η | are compatible within their uncertainties.
The uncertainties shown on the plot include the systematic errors coming from the different se-
lection methods used for defining the QCD sample. The total QCD background efficiency is
(35.4+18.4−3.3 )%.
5.3.2 Measuring the signal isolation efficiencies εsig
The signal isolation efficiencies are measured on data using the Tag&Probe method on Z −→ ee
events (see Section 4.7.1). The selection of Z events requires that the event satisfies cleaning
cuts. A very well reconstructed tag electron is required with pT > 25 GeV, |η | < 2.47, outside
the transition region, satisfying the tight++ requirements, having triggered the event. The probe
electron is required to satisfy the following criteria: pT > 25 GeV, |η | < 2.47, to be outside the
calorimeter transition region and to be tight++ identified. In addition, the probe electron is also
required to have triggered the event since the efficiencies will be used on W electrons that have
triggered the event. It has been verified that the Tag&Probe signal sample is very clean (QCD
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Figure 5.3: Isolation efficiencies εQCD for electrons (red) and positrons (blue) as measured using a spe-
cially selected QCD sample.
background ≪ 0.5%) and therefore no background subtraction is needed. The signal isolation
efficiency εsig is obtained as the fraction of the events in the tag-probe mass region between 80
and 101 GeV in which the probe electron satisfies the isolation requirement Econe30T < 5 GeV.
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Figure 5.4: Isolation efficiencies εsig for electrons (red) and positrons (blue) as measured on Z −→ ee data
using a Tag&Probe method. The total uncertainty (statistical and systematic) is shown.
The signal isolation efficiencies are shown in Fig. 5.4 for electrons and positrons as a func-
tion of |ηe| . The systematic uncertainties on εsig are estimated by varying the selection thresholds
on the pT of the tag electron, removing the isolation of the tag electron and the EmissT requirement.
The pT threshold is moved from 25 GeV to 30 GeV. The di-electron mass region is widened to
[76,101] GeV. The variations of the results after each of the above mentioned changes is at most
at the level of ∼ 2h .
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5.3.3 Measuring the number of candidate events
The numbers of events before and after the isolation cut Ndata and Ncutdata respectively are measured
in 10 bins of |ηe| and separately for electrons and positrons. For this measurement, the analysis is
run on data and on the EW Monte Carlo samples used for this analysis (Z −→ ee , Z −→ ττ W −→ τν ,
WW , WZ , ZZ and t ¯t ). Then the number of EW background events is scaled to the luminosity and
is subtracted in bins of |η | from the number of measured events on data to get Ndata and Ncutdata .
The percentage of the EW background is ∼ 3− 4% per channel (W− , W + )per bin. To evaluate
the systematic uncertainty on the number of EW background events, the theoretical uncertainty
on the cross-section for each of the EW processes is taken into account (see Table 5.2). when
computing the number of EW background events, a shift of the isolation distribution by 300 MeV
is applied to compute an additional term to the systematic uncertainty (see Fig. 5.2).
5.3.4 Results of the QCD background estimation
From eq. 5.4 the number of QCD background events NQCD or directly the number of W candidate
events NW can be computed. Fig. 5.5 shows the number of QCD events before and after the
isolation cut (εQCD ·NQCD ) for electrons and positrons in bins of |ηe| . The fraction of QCD events
varies from ∼ 1.5% to ∼ 4% depending on the bin. The QCD background for the electron and
positron final state agrees within the uncertainty.
From eq. 5.4 the number of W candidate events NW can also be expressed as:
NW =
Ndata · (R− εQCD)
εsig− εQCD , where R = N
cut
data/Ndata. (5.5)
The uncertainties are evaluated through error propagation and there are four contributions:
• ∆R
R− εQCD
• ∆εsig
εsig− εQCD
• R− εsig
(R− εQCD)(εsig− εQCD)∆εQCD
• ∆Ndata
Ndata
.
The total uncertainty (statistical and systematic) on the number of W candidate events after the
isolation cut (εsig ·NW ) is at the level of ∼ 1.2−3.2% depending on the bin and the main contri-
butions are the uncertainty on the signal and background isolation efficiencies.
Table 5.4 summarises the number of events in the data sample, the measured number of
QCD background events and the electroweak background events estimation from Monte Carlo.
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Figure 5.5: Number of QCD background events for electrons (red) and positrons (blue) before top plot
and after bottom plot the isolation cut as computed using the described matrix method. The uncertainties
shown are both statistical and systematic contributions from the error propagation of each term in eq. 5.4.
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Fig. 5.6 shows the electron pseudorapidity distribution and the EmissT distribution after the selec-
tion requirements where the data sample, the shape from the QCD sample and the Monte Carlo
simulation are superimposed.
Data W −→ eν QCD W −→ τν Z −→ ee t ¯t Z −→ ττ WW/W Z/WW
before 14041.7 12423. 800.6 244.2 144.11 55.919 20.42 14.335
isolation ± 3.7 ± 10. ± 4.8 ± 2.7 ± 0.27 ± 0.040 ± 0.31 ± 0.025
after 13300.2 12223. 283.1 236.9 139.70 51.980 20.04 13.808
isolation ± 3.6 ± 10. ± 2.9 ± 2.6 ± 0.26 ± 0.039 ± 0.31 ± 0.024
Table 5.4: Number of events before and after the final isolation cut given in units of 103 . For the signal
and the electroweak background contributions the numbers are extracted from simulation. The QCD events
are obtained with the described data-driven technique. The errors shown are only statistical.
Data Total MC & QCD
before isolation 14041.7 ± 3.7 13703. ± 12.
after isolation 13300.2 ± 3.6 12969. ± 11.
Table 5.5: Number of events before and after the final isolation cut. The last column represents the sum
of the signal Monte Carlo, the electroweak background Monte Carlo and the QCD background. The errors
shown are only statistical.
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of the electron pseudorapidity (top) and EmissT (bottom) in the selected W −→ eν
sample. The simulation is normalised to the data luminosity. The QCD background shapes are taken from
background control samples with relaxed electron identification criteria (bottom) and are normalised to the
total number of QCD events expected, as described in the text.
Chapter 6
W cross-section Measurement and
Charge Asymmetry
The measurement of the production cross-section of W + and W− bosons and of the W charge
asymmetry in hadron colliders can be used to constrain the Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs).
These measurements have been performed at the TeVatron experiments and the results were in-
cluded in PDF global fits. They have also been performed by the LHC experiments with the 2010
data. At LHC a new kinematic region is available allowing to further constrain the PDFs.
The W charge asymmetry is defined as:
A =
σW+ −σW−
σW+ + σW−
(6.1)
The advantage of introducing this variable is that in the ratio, the effects of some of the uncertain-
ties cancel out, in particular the uncertainty due to the luminosity.
In this chapter, the measurement performed by the author of the thesis of the W + and W−
cross-sections (times the leptonic branching ratio) and as a function of the pseudorapidity of the
charged lepton from the W decay with the 2011 ATLAS data is described. In the analysis, the
electronic channel W −→ eν has been used. The charge asymmetry measurement as a function of
the pseudorapidity of the decay electron (positron) is also presented.
6.1 W cross-section Measurement
6.1.1 Method
After the W −→ eν event selection, the total inclusive cross-section, σWtot , of the W production
times the branching ratio of the W to an electron and a neutrino can be calculated using the
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following relation:
σWtot ·BR(W −→ eν) =
Ndata−Nbkg
A ·L · ε1 · ... · εn (6.2)
where Ndata and Nbkg are the numbers of data and background events respectively after all se-
lection requirements, A is the fraction of events that fall within the detector acceptance, L is the
machine luminosity and ε1 ,...,εn are the efficiencies of each selection cut. The factor A allows
to extrapolate from the fiducial region to the full phase space. It is obtained using Monte Carlo
simulation and is defined as the ratio between the number of events in the fiducial region divided
by the total number of generated events in the full phase space.
In this analysis, the selection efficiencies of each cut are not used directly. Instead the
Monte Carlo simulation is corrected to reproduce the detector resolutions and efficiencies in data
and the total inclusive cross-section of the W production multiplied by the branching ratio of the
W decaying into an electron and a neutrino is obtained using the following expression:
σWtot ·BR(W −→ eν) =
Ndata−Nbkg
A ·CW ·L (6.3)
In this expression CW is obtained from the corrected Monte Carlo simulation and is defined as
the ratio of the number of reconstructed events after all selection cuts divided by the number of
generated events inside the detector fiducial region. For this analysis, the fiducial region is defined
by the following cuts:
• peT > 25 GeV, |ηe|< 2.47 and outside the transition region (these are referred to as “electron
fiducial cuts”),
• pνT > 25 GeV and
• mWT > 40 GeV.
When computing the number of generated events inside the fiducial region, the electron momen-
tum and pseudorapidity is taken after the final state QED radiation.
The fiducial cross-section is:
σWf id ·BR(W −→ eν) =
Ndata−Nbkg
CW ·L . (6.4)
The use of the fiducial cross-section reduces the dependence on theory and facilitates the compar-
ison between experimental results and theoretical calculations.
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6.1.2 CW Correction Factors
As anticipated above, the CW factors are defined as the number of simulated W events that satisfy
all the selection requirements, over the number of generated events in the fiducial region:
CW =
N f idMC,reco
N f idMC,gen
. (6.5)
Since the aim of this work is to measure the integrated cross-section and the differential cross-
section as a function of the pseudorapidity of the lepton, CW factors per |η | bin, (CW )i , are also
defined and are used to unfold the η dependent distribution:
(CW )i = (
N f idMC,reco
N f idMC,gen
)i.
The CW and (CW )i factors are computed for W + and W− events. The following bins of η have
been used:
|ηe|= [0, 0.21, 0.42, 0.63, 0.84, 1.05, 1.37, 1.52, 1.74, 1.95, 2.18, 2.47] .
Here the η variable refers to the η of the electron track at the point of minimal distance with
respect to the primary vertex as measured by the tracking detectors. The choice of the bin size
results from an optimisation procedure which takes into account the expected statistical and sys-
tematic error for a given bin. It has been verified that the purity in each bin is above 98% (see Fig.
6.1). The purity is defined as the ratio between the number of events reconstructed and generated
in a given η bin divided by the number of events reconstructed in that bin. The purity accounts
for migration effects among bins due to the resolution in η . Since the resolution with which η
is reconstructed is very good, the purity is almost one and sophisticated unfolding procedures are
not necessary.
When measuring the CW+ and CW− factors, in order to treat separately the charge misiden-
tification effect, reconstructed positrons (electrons) that are generated as positrons (electrons) are
considered.
In order to use the CW factors to obtain the cross-section, the Monte Carlo simulation needs
to describe the data in the best possible way. For this reason, a number of small corrections (scale
factors) are applied to account for differences between the Monte Carlo simulation and the data.
More specifically, corrections for the electron trigger efficiencies, reconstruction efficiencies and
tight++ identification efficiencies are applied according to the recommendation of the ATLAS
performance group which is in charge of providing the parameters describing the response of the
detector to electrons and photons (ATLAS EGamma combined performance group). These set
of corrections are obtained by dedicated measurements using the Tag&Probe method [51]. Addi-
tional corrections include an electron energy scale correction and a smearing of the electron energy
resolution obtained by an in-situ calibration of the Z peak. In Fig. 6.2, the CW correction factors
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Figure 6.1: Purity of the signal sample in the pseudorapidity region used for the analysis. The purity is
measured as the ratio of the number of generated and reconstructed events in a given bin divided by the
number of reconstructed events in that bin. For illustration purposes only bins with purity greater than
0.1% are shown on the plot.
with their statistical and systematic uncertainty are shown as a function of the pseudorapidity of
the candidate electron (positron). The values of CW factors for the inclusive W cross-section mea-
surements are: C−W = 0.579± 0.010 and C+W = 0.565± 0.012 (the errors include both statistical
and systematic uncertainties). The ∼ 1σ difference between the C+W and C−W factors is due to the
fact that the electron ET spectrum is harder than the positron one and the electron (and positron)
identification efficiency is higher at higher ET .
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Figure 6.2: CW correction factors for electrons (red) and positrons (blue). The error bars represent both
statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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6.1.3 CW Systematic Uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties arise from a number of effects that are addressed in this section. They
are evaluated by varying separately each pertinent parameter and recalculating the CW factors.
as described in the following. Table 6.1 summarises the impact of each of these effects on the
inclusive CW correction factors. No theoretical uncertainty on the inclusive CW factors, which
can be evaluated by reweighting to different PDF sets, has been considered since the effect is
small.
The η dependent CW uncertainties are shown in Tables 6.2 and 6.3. No systematic uncer-
tainty on CW arising from the shape of the theoretical cross-section as a function of |η | in Monte
Carlo has been included. This contribution which can be evaluated by reweighting the underlying
shape with different PDF sets, has been found negligible since the purity is practically 1.
δC−W [%] δC+W [%]
Pile-up modeling < 0.1 < 0.1
Vertex position 0.2 0.2
Electron energy resolution 0.2 0.2
Electron reconstruction 0.8 0.8
Electron identification 1.0 1.1
Trigger 0.6 0.6
EmissT scale and resolution 1.0 1.6
Total 1.7 2.2
Table 6.1: Table summarising the systematic uncertainties considered for the inclusive C−W and C+W cor-
rection factors.
Pile-Up Uncertainty
In the Monte Carlo samples used, the effect of the pile-up is well modelled. Residual differences in
the pile-up description between data and Monte Carlo simulation have been corrected by reweight-
ing the Monte Carlo events to reproduce the average number of interactions per bunch-crossing. In
order to estimate the systematic uncertainty from the pile-up modelling, the reweighting procedure
is removed from the analysis. The effect is small O(10−4) .
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ηe [0, 0.21] [0.21, 0.42] [0.42, 0.63] [0.63, 0.84] [0.84, 1.05] [1.05, 1.37] [1.52, 1.74] [1.74, 1.95] [1.95, 2.18] [2.18, 2.47]
Electron reconstruction [%] 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7
Electron identification [%] 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Trigger [%] 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.8
EmissT scale and resolution [%] 1.4 1.2 1.1 1.7 1.6 2.2 2.1 1.5 2.0 2.3
Table 6.2: Table summarising the main systematic uncertainties considered for the C−W correction factors for the differential measurement in bins of the electron
pseudorapidity
ηe [0, 0.21] [0.21, 0.42] [0.42, 0.63] [0.63, 0.84] [0.84, 1.05] [1.05, 1.37] [1.52, 1.74] [1.74, 1.95] [1.95, 2.18] [2.18, 2.47]
Electron reconstruction [%] 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.8
Electron identification [%] 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Trigger [%] 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.8
EmissT scale and resolution [%] 1.3 1.2 1.7 2.2 2.1 2.4 4.0 1.9 1.9 1.9
Table 6.3: Table summarising the main systematic uncertainties considered for the C+W correction factors for the differential measurement in bins of the electron
pseudorapidity
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Primary Vertex Position along the z-axis
The distribution of the z coordinate of the primary vertex differs between the data and the Monte
Carlo (see Fig. 6.3). For this reason, a reweighting procedure is applied to the simulation in order
to match the data distribution. The effect on the CW factors is small (∼ 2h ).
Figure 6.3: Distributions of the z position of the reconstructed primary vertex for the Monte Carlo produc-
tion used for 2011 analyses. Data (black dots) are compared to the simulation (hatched histograms), before
(left) and after (right) applying the reweighting procedure [55].
Electron Energy Resolution Uncertainty
To account for different electron energy reconstruction in data and simulation, the energy in sim-
ulation is smeared to reproduce the measured resolution. The uncertainty on the electron energy
resolution is obtained using the recommendation by the ATLAS EGamma combined performance
group. Variations of ±1σ on the smearing of the energy resolution of the electron candidate are
applied on the electron candidate. The effect on the CW factors is small (∼ 2h ). The effect of
the electron energy scale uncertainty is evaluated on data and is described later.
Electron Reconstruction and Identification Uncertainty
As explained previously, the simulation is corrected for all differences observed with respect to
data using scale factors SF= εdataεMC where εdata and εMC are the data and Monte Carlo efficiencies
respectively. As an example, fig. 6.4 shows the data and Monte Carlo reconstruction and tight
identification efficiencies as function of η 1. The scale factors and their uncertainties are again
provided by the EGamma performance group. The reconstruction scale factors vary from one by
about 1% with an uncertainty of 1%. The tight++ identification scale factors are away from unity
by 1% in the low η region and their deviation reaches 3% at high η ( |η |> 2). The uncertainty on
the identification scale factors is within 1%. Variations of ±1σ are applied on the reconstruction
1The figure shows the results for the 2010 data since official ATLAS plots are not yet released. In this analysis, the
updated reconstruction and identification values derived using the 2011 data are used.
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and identification scale factors leading to differences ∼ 0.5% (depending on the bin) for the CW
factors.
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Figure 6.4: Left plot: Reconstruction efficiencies measured from Z −→ ee events and predicted by Monte
Carlo as a function of the pseudorapidity. Right plot: Tight identification efficiencies measured from W −→
eν events and predicted by Monte Carlo as a function of the pseudorapidity [51].
Electron Trigger Efficiency Uncertainty
An additional scale factor used in this analysis takes into account the difference between the effi-
ciency in data and simulation of the electron trigger. For the first two triggers used
(EF_e20_medium, EF_e22_medium), the scale factors are within ∼ 2% from unity with an uncer-
tainty of ∼ 1% while for the last trigger (EF_e22vh_medium1) the scale factors are within ∼ 4%
with an uncertainty of ∼ 2%. Again, a variation of ±1σ is applied on the scale factor to estimate
the systematic uncertainty on the CW factors (∼ 0.5%).
EmissT Scale and Resolution Uncertainty
The uncertainty coming from the uncertainty on the EmissT scale and resolution is evaluated using
the tool provided by the Jet/EmissT combined performance group. There is more than one effect to
take into account in this case. Namely the effects studied here are the uncertainty on the electron
energy scale and resolution, on the jet energy scale and resolution, on the pile-up modeling and on
the soft jets and topological clusters not associated to physics objects (CellOut term of the EmissT ).
Each contribution is studied separately. The electron energy resolution is smeared in simu-
lation and the electron term of the EmissT is recomputed. The new EmissT value and the new electron
energy value are used to recompute the CW factors and evaluate the uncertainty on them coming
from the EmissT (see Section 4.8) due to the electron energy resolution. The impact of the electron
energy scale is evaluated by recomputing the CW factors after the scaling of the electron term of
EmissT . Overall the uncertainty on the CW factors due to the uncertainty of the electron energy scale
is at the level of ∼ 3h and the impact from the energy resolution is even lower.
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Then the uncertainty on EmissT from the jet measurement is studied. The uncertainties are
evaluated by varying the jet energy scale and separately the jet energy resolution according to
their errors and recomputing the term Emiss, jetsT . The difference caused by this effect is used to
estimate the uncertainty due to EmissT . The uncertainty from the jet energy scale is the dominant
one with an effect of ∼ 7h reaching 1% for certain bins. The jet energy resolution has a smaller
impact on the CW uncertainty (∼ 4h).
Finally, two more sources are studied. One is the effect of the calibration of the soft jets
and clusters not belonging to physics objects and the other is a pileup uncertainty of the level of
6.6%. The uncertainty from the calibration procedure and the pileup modeling on the CW factors
is ∼ 5h and ∼ 2h respectively.
To estimate the uncertainty of the EmissT on the CW factors, the variations of all these different
contributions are summed in quadrature. The EmissT uncertainty is computed for every |η | bin and
adds to the CW an uncertainty of 1.1− 2.4% with the exception of one bin (1.52 < |η | < 1.74)
where the uncertainty reaches the level of 4% mainly due to the soft jets and topological clusters
effect.
6.1.4 Systematic Uncertainties from the Number of W Candidate Events
As indicated by eq. 6.4, in addition to the uncertainty on the CW factors, the uncertainty on the
number of W candidate events also needs to be propagated to the cross-section measurement. In
this section, two more sources of uncertainty are taken into account: the electron energy scale and
the QCD background uncertainty.
Electron Energy Scale Uncertainty
The electron energy scale uncertainty is applied on data as recommended by the ATLAS EGamma
group. Variations of ±1σ are applied on the electron energy scale on an event-by-event basis.
The systematic uncertainty on the number of W candidate events is at the level of ∼ 2h .
Electroweak Background Uncertainty
The uncertainty coming from the electroweak background is evaluated by varying the cross-section
used to extract the number of events from the simulation by 5% (10% for the t ¯t background) as
described in Section 5.2. The impact on the uncertainty of the number of W candidate events is
within 2h−3h .
QCD Background Uncertainty
The evaluation of the QCD background as described in Section 5.3 contributes to the uncertainty
of the number of W candidate events by a percentage of x. This uncertainty is propagated to the
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final cross-section measurement. The QCD background is found to have an impact of 1.9% on the
total cross-section. For the differential cross-section the uncertainty from the QCD background
estimation is 1.1%− 1/9% in the barrel region ( |η | < 1.37) while in the end-cap region it can
reach 3.4% depending on the bin.
Isolation Uncertainty
To estimate the uncertainty coming from the calorimetric isolation a shift of 500 MeV is applied
on the electroweak Monte Carlo background samples to account for the difference between data
and Monte Carlo (see Fig. 5.2). The impact of this shift on the uncertainty of the number of
candidate events is negligible (< 1h).
6.1.5 Charge Misidentification Correction
Before computing the W + and W− differential cross-sections, it is necessary to take into account
the effect of the charge misidentification. As mentioned previously, the CW factors are computed
for electrons and positrons having a correctly identified charge. We need therefore to correct the
number of W + and W− events measured in data, NW+ and NW− , for the effect of the charge
misidentification.
To obtain from NW+ and NW− the true number of W + and W− the following expressions
are used:
NW+ = ε+N+ +(1− ε−)N− (6.6)
NW− = ε−N−+(1− ε+)N+ (6.7)
where ε+ is the probability of a positron to be reconstructed as positron, ε− is the probability of
an electron to be reconstructed as electron and N+ , N− the numbers of true W + and W− events
produced.
Using the system of the eq. 6.6 and 6.7, N+ and N− are expressed as:
N+ = NW+ +
(1− ε−)NW− − (1− ε+)NW+
1− ε−ε+ (6.8)
N− = NW− +
(1− ε+)NW+ − (1− ε−)NW−
1− ε−ε+ (6.9)
In Section 4.7, the charge identification measurement was studied. There, it was found that
the probability of correctly identifying the charge of electrons and positrons agree. Therefore, we
will assume here that ε− = ε+ = ε . This choice allows to reduce the statistical uncertainty on
the charge identification rates. In addition, given the stability of the charge identification rates in
the barrel region ( |η | < 1.37), only one bin for the barrel will be considered. The ε values used
are shown in Fig. 6.5. On average, the fraction of particles with correctly identified charge is
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ε = (99.48±0.02)%.
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Figure 6.5: Charge identification efficiencies used to correct from the measured number of W+ and W−
events to the true number of W+ and W− produced.
The effect of the uncertainty of the charge identification correction on the number of W +
and W− is very small (< 1h ).
6.2 W Cross-section Results
After measuring the number of W events in the analysed sample, correcting for charge misidenti-
fication effects and computing the CW factors, the cross-section in the fiducial region is calculated
as:
σ± ·BR(W −→ eν) = N
±
C±W ·L
. (6.10)
The cross-section for the W + and W− bosons in the fiducial region are shown on the top part
of Table 6.4. The uncertainty on the luminosity during the 2011 data-taking has been measured
in ATLAS and found to be 3.9%. The bottom part of the table shows the theory prediction for
the W + and W− cross-sections in the fiducial region calculated at next-to-next-to-leading order
using the FEWZ program [56]. The PDF set used is MSTW2008 PDF. The data measurement and
the theory prediction are in good agreement. The theory uncertainty includes the variations of the
PDF eigenvectors and the αs uncertainty. The graphical representation of these results are shown
in Fig. 6.6.
Table 6.5 shows the comparison between the 2010 and 2011 measurements. and Fig. 6.7
its graphical representation. More precisely, the top part of the table shows the results obtained
by the ATLAS experiment in the electron channel W −→ eν using the 2010 data and the middle
part displays the combined electron and muon measurement [57]. The fiducial region for the 2010
measurement is slightly different from the one presented in this thesis and is defined by the fol-
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σ f idW ·BR(W −→ eν) [nb]
stat syst lumi
W + 2.780 ± 0.003 ± 0.079 ± 0.108
W− 1.890 ± 0.002 ± 0.055 ± 0.074
σ f id,T HW ·BR(W −→ eν) [nb]
stat PDF+αs
W + 2.875 ± 0.005 +0.139−0.119
W− 1.946 ± 0.005 +0.085−0.082
Table 6.4: Cross-sections times the leptonic branching ratios for W+ and W− production within the fidu-
cial region of the measurement. Top: The measured cross-sections using the full 2011 data are shown. The
uncertainties denote the statistical (stat), the experimental systematic (syst) and the luminosity (lumi) uncer-
tainties. Bottom: Theoretical prediction obtained using the FEWZ program at NNLO with the MSTW2008
PDF set.
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Figure 6.6: The comparison between the 2011 obtained results and the theoretical prediction. The data
uncertainties include statistical, systematic and luminosity contributions while the theoretical uncertainties
include the PDF and αs errors.
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σ f id,2010W ·BR(W −→ eν) [nb]
stat syst lumi
W+ 2.898 ± 0.011 ± 0.052 ± 0.099
W− 1.893 ± 0.009 ± 0.038 ± 0.064
σ f id,2010W ·BR(W −→ lν) [nb]
stat syst lumi acc
W+ 3.110 ± 0.008 ± 0.036 ± 0.106 ± 0.004
W− 2.017 ± 0.007 ± 0.028 ± 0.069 ± 0.002
σ f id,2011W ·BR(W −→ eν) [nb]
stat syst lumi
W+ 3.048 ± 0.003 ± 0.079 ± 0.119
W− 2.020 ± 0.002 ± 0.055 ± 0.079
Table 6.5: Cross-sections times the leptonic branching ratios for W + and W− production within the
fiducial region of the measurement used for the 2010 analysis. Top: Results showing the ATLAS electron
measurement performed using the 2010 data. Middle: Results showing the combined (electron and muon)
ATLAS measurement performed using the 2010 data. Bottom: Results showing the measurement performed
in this thesis extrapolated to the fiducial region of the 2010 measurement. The statistical (stat), experimental
systematic (syst), the luminosity (lumi) uncertainties and acceptance (acc) uncertainties are shown.
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Figure 6.7: The comparison between the 2011 obtained results extrapolated to the fiducial kinematic region
used for the 2010 analysis and the 2010 ATLAS published results are shown for the electron channel and
for the electron and muon channels combined.
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lowing requirements: EeT > 20 GeV, EmissT > 25 GeV and mWT > 40 GeV 2. For this reason, the
inclusive fiducial cross-section measured with 2011 data and presented earlier is extrapolated to
the fiducial region used for the 2010 analysis. The CW factors are recomputed and the denom-
inator N f idMC,gen (eq. 6.5) now includes events generated in the fuducial region used for the 2010
measurement. The 2010 and 2011 results presented are compatible.
The fiducial differential cross-sections in bins of the pseudorapidity |η | of the electron is
also measured. The uncertainties on the CW factors and on the number of W events in each η bin
are propagated to the cross-section. Fig. 6.8 shows the fiducial differential cross-section for W +
and W− in units of nb. The left plot shows the fiducial cross-section measured in each |η | bin
while the results in the right plot are divided by the bin size to better show the shape of the cross-
section as a function of |η | . The error bars show the statistical and the systematic uncertainty
while the luminosity uncertainty is not displayed for clarity reasons.
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Figure 6.8: The differential dσd|η| cross-section measurements for W+ and W− are shown. The left plot
shows the cross-section for the W production in each |η | bin while the right plot shows the same results
divided by the bin size. The luminosity uncertainty is not included.
The differential cross-section measurement has been performed in ATLAS with the 2010
data. Fig. 6.9 shows the published results for the W + and W− cross-sections in the fiducial
region used for the 2010 analysis. The method used in 2010 for the QCD background estimation
is different and relies on performing a template fit on the EmissT distribution. The electroweak
background is taken from Monte Carlo simulation and the signal template is taken from W −→ eν
MC@NLO simulation. The results presented in the figure are divided by a factor of 2 to account
for the absolute value of η .
The comparison between the normalised 2010 published results and the 2011 cross-section
measurements presented in this thesis is shown in Fig. 6.10. The 2011 measurement is extrapo-
lated to the fiducial region used for the 2010 analysis. The ratio of the 2011 and 2010 (electron
and combined) measurement of the differential cross-sections is shown. The shape as a function
of |η | is in good agreement.
2The reason why the requirement on the ET was moved to 25 GeV for the 2011 analysis relies on the more stringent
trigger requirements.
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Figure 6.9: The combined differential dσ/d|ηl| cross sections, for W+ (left) and W− (right) are shown
in the fiducial region and their comparison to the NNLO theory predictions using various PDF sets. The
ratio of theoretical predictions to data is also shown. Theoretical points are displaced for clarity within each
bin [57].
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Figure 6.10: Comparison between 2010 and 2011 cross-section results presented as a ratio of cross-
sections for W+ (left plot) and W− (right plot). The 2011 results are extrapolated to the fiducial region
used for the 2010 measurements. The comparison is shown for the 2010 electron channel and combined
results.
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In Fig. 6.11 a comparison of the W + and W− differential cross-sections to the theory
prediction is shown. To obtain the theory prediction, the MC@NLO simulation was used and
reweighted to two different NLO PDF sets.
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Figure 6.11: Comparison between the measured and predicted differential cross-sections for the W+ (left
plot) and W− (right plot) production. The predicted cross-sections are presented at next-to-leading order
for the MSTW2008 and CT10 PDF sets.
An example of the use of this kind of results is the evaluation of the strange sea quark
using the ATLAS measurement of the W and Z differential cross-sections with the 2010 available
statistics. The results indicate an enhanced strange fraction in the proton. The rs ratio defined
as rs = 0.5(s + s¯)/ ¯d is found to be rs = 1.00+0.25−0.28 at momentum transfer Q2 = 1.9 GeV2 and
Bjorken x = 0.023, a factor of 2 larger than the theoretical predictions as shown in Fig. 6.12. An
enhancement of the strange PDF leads to an improvement in the prediction of the yZ distribution.
This measurement was possible since the ATLAS experiment provided non-normalised W and Z
cross-sections.
sr
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, x=0.0232 = 1.9 GeV2Q sepWZ free 
Figure 6.12: Predictions for the ratio rs = 0.5(s+ s¯)/ ¯d , at Q2 = 1.9 GeV2 , x = 0.023. Points: global fit
results using the PDF uncertainties using the ATLAS W and Z 2010 measurements and the comparison to
different PDF sets [58].
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6.3 W Charge Asymmetry Measurement
The W charge asymmetry represents the difference in the production rate of W + and W− bosons
divided by the W cross-section. Here it will be presented inclusively and as a function of the
charged lepton pseudorapidity.
Using the eq. 6.1 and the results presented in Table 6.4, the inclusive W charge asym-
metry is measured and found to be 0.1905± 0.0001± 0.0004. The first error term represents
the statistical uncertainty and the second one the systematic uncertainty after propagating all the
cross-section uncertainties presented in the previous Section.
The measurement of the W charge asymmetry will be presented here also as a function of
the lepton pseudorapidity according to the following equation:
Ae(η) =
dσW+
d|η | −
dσW−
d|η |
dσW+
d|η | +
dσW−
d|η |
. (6.11)
The cross-section measurement described in the previous section will be used here in order
to determine the charge asymmetry. Since the asymmetry Al is a ratio of cross-sections, the
luminosity uncertainty does not contribute to the uncertainty of the asymmetry.
The results of the measurement performed with the same selection criteria as described in
previous chapters is shown in Fig. 6.13. The uncertainty of each source used in the cross-section
measurement is propagated to the asymmetry ratio by varying each term (see Section 6.1.4 and
6.1.3) by ±1σ and are then summed in quadrature. Table 6.6 shows the W charge asymmetry and
its statistical and systematic uncertainty in each bin of pseudorapidity.
|ηe| Al stat syst
[0,0.21] 0.1356 ± 0.0003 ± 0.0021
[0.21,0.42] 0.1374 ± 0.0002 ± 0.0064
[0.42,0.63] 0.1455 ± 0.0002 ± 0.0056
[0.63,0.84] 0.1548 ± 0.0003 ± 0.0045
[0.84,1.05] 0.1673 ± 0.0002 ± 0.0037
[1.05,1.37] 0.1892 ± 0.0002 ± 0.0036
[1.52,1.74] 0.2271 ± 0.0014 ± 0.0099
[1.74,1.95] 0.2387 ± 0.0006 ± 0.0074
[1.95,2.18] 0.2553 ± 0.0004 ± 0.0047
[2.18,2.47] 0.2579 ± 0.0004 ± 0.0061
Table 6.6: Table showing the asymmetry results as a function of the charged lepton pseudorapidity and its
statistical and systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 6.13: Measured W charge asymmetry as a function of the lepton pseudorapidity |ηe| compared
to theoretical predictions. This measurement uses the full 2011 statistics. The kinematic requirements are
EeT > 25 GeV, pνT > 25 GeV and mWT > 40 GeV. The transition region 1.37 < |η |< 1.52 is excluded from
the analysis.
The W charge asymmetry measurement has been performed in ATLAS using the 2010
data [57]. In Fig. 6.14 the lepton asymmetry is shown combined for the electron and the muon
channels. A comparison to different PDF sets is also shown.
The left plot in Fig. 6.15 displays the comparison between the 2010 and 2011 measured
charge asymmetry. The fiducial region used for the analysis of this thesis is extrapolated to match
the fiducial region of the 2010 measurement. A very good agreement is seen between the 2010 and
2011 results. On the right plot, a comparison of the 2011 measurement to the theory prediction
using the MSTW2008 and CT10 PDF sets at next-to-leading order is shown.
The CMS experiment has also performed the charge asymmetry measurement. The pub-
lished results include two asymmetry measurements where the pT cut on the lepton differs. Fig.
6.16 shows the lepton asymmetry measurements performed by the CMS collaboration using the
2010 data. The electron and muon combined results are shown for a lepton with pT > 25 GeV on
top and for pT > 30 GeV on the bottom. For the QCD background estimation, a template method
is used where the EmissT distribution is fitted.
The LHCb experiment covers a different pseudorapidity region and can probe different x
values. The result of the LHCb W charge asymmetry measurement has been performed for the
muon channel W −→ µν for a luminosity of 16pb−1 and is shown in Fig. 6.17. In this region
(2 < |η | < 4.5) the asymmetry curve is complementary to the one seen at the central region by
ATLAS, CMS and previous experiments. In the same figure, a comparison plot of the ATLAS,
CMS and LHCb results is shown in the pseudorapidity region |η |< 4.
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Figure 6.14: W charge asymmetry measured by the ATLAS experiment in 2010 as a function of the
lepton pseudorapidity |ηl | compared with theoretical predictions calculated to NNLO. Theoretical points
are displaced for clarity within each bin [57].
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Figure 6.15: Left: W charge asymmetry measured using the 2010 (blue) and 2011 (red) data respectively
extrapolated to the same fiducial region. The 2010 measurement represents the combined electron and
muon asymmetry measurements while the 2011 analysis includes only the electron measurement. Right:
Comparison of the 2011 measurement to the theoretical prediction of MC@NLO using the MSTW2008
and CT10 PDFs at NLO.
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Figure 6.16: CMS results showing the comparison of the measured lepton charge asymmetry to different
PDF models for lepton pT > 25 GeV/c (top) and lepton pT > 30 GeV/c (bottom). The error bars include
both statistical and systematic uncertainties. The PDF uncertainty band is corresponding to the 90% confi-
dence interval (C.I.). The bin width for each data point is shown by the filled bars on the bottom. The data
points are placed at the centre of pseudorapidity bins, except that for display purposes the first three data
points are shifted +0.025 (−0.025) for electrons (muons) [59].
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Figure 6.17: Left: LHCb results of the W charge asymmetry in bins of lepton pseudo-rapidity compared
to the MCFM prediction. The shaded area is the uncertainty arising from the MSTW08NLO PDF set [60].
Right: The lepton charge asymmetry from W boson decays in bins of absolute pseudorapidity for the three
different experiments ATLAS, CMS and LHCb [61].
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6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, the measurement of the W + and W− cross-sections has been presented inclusively
and as a function of the charged lepton pseudorapidity using the 2011 data. The results obtained
are in agreement with the theory prediction computed with different parton distribution functions
and consistent with the 2010 ATLAS measurement. The dominant systematic uncertainty is the
luminosity followed by the uncertainty on the QCD background.
The measurement of the W charge asymmetry has been performed inclusively and gives
the following result: 0.1905± 0.0001stat ± 0.0004syst . The W charge asymmetry has also been
measured as a function of the |η | of the charged lepton. The results show good agreement with
the 2010 measurement performed by the ATLAS experiment.
Chapter 7
Double Differential Measurement
The measurements of the W cross-sections and of the W charge asymmetry can be extended and
analysed not only as a function of the pseudorapidity of the lepton but also as a function of the
lepton ET .
In this chapter, the first double differential measurements of the W + and W− cross-sections
and charge asymmetry in ATLAS are presented.
7.1 Analysis
The analysis for the double differential measurement proceeds in a similar way as the single dif-
ferential one described in the previous Chapters. It is performed in 9 |η | bins and 4 ET bins1:
|ηe|= [0, 0.21, 0.42, 0.63, 0.84, 1.05, 1.37, 1.52, 1.95, 2.18, 2.47] ,
|EeT |= [25, 30, 35, 40, 50] .
The transition region corresponding to the pseudorapidity bin [1.37, 1.52] is excluded from the
analysis. The binning size has been chosen in order to get a statistical significant result in all bins.
The same event selection described in Section 5.1 is applied here. The electroweak back-
grounds (W −→ τν , Z −→ ee , Z −→ ττ , dibosons WW , WZ , ZZ and the decay of t ¯t events) are
evaluated using Monte Carlo simulation as before. It is important to mention here that since the
Monte Carlo statistics available at the time of this thesis for some of these processes are limited, a
larger statistical uncertainty from this source is expected since the analysis is performed in a large
number of bins.
1The bin EeT > 50 GeV has not been included in these results. The smaller statistics require a more careful under-
standing.
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The QCD background is estimated as before using the “matrix method” described in Section
5.3. The QCD sample and the sample used for the isolation efficiency measurement with the
Tag&Probe analysis are selected with the same requirements described previously. The threshold
of the isolation cut applied is optimised depending on the ET of the electrons (positrons). For
the first three ET bins (ET < 40 GeV), the isolation cut applied is Econe30T < 5 GeV while for
the last ET bin the cut is moved to Econe30T < 6 GeV to compensate for ET leakage outside the
electromagnetic cluster which is observed to be larger for high ET electrons (see Fig. 7.1). The
signal isolation efficiencies are measured on data using a Tag&Probe method on Z −→ ee events
while the background isolation efficiencies are measured on a specially selected QCD sample.
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Figure 7.1: Distribution of the isolation variable Econe30T for the data, signal MC and QCD sample for
electrons with transverse energy 25 < ET < 30 GeV (left plot) and 40 < ET < 50 GeV (right plot).
From these measured quantities the number of W + and W− events in each bin is evaluated
with an uncertainty ∼ 1% in the barrel and ∼ 1.5% in the end-cap. For the first ET bin — the one
with the fewer statistics — the uncertainty is higher at the level of ∼ 4% depending on the bin.
The charge identification rate measurement is repeated in bins of |η | and ET . Due to the
observed agreement between the charge identification efficiency for electrons and positrons, it is
in this analysis it is measured combining both charges in bins of |η | and ET for this analysis. A
slight ET dependence is observed. The charge identification rates for the first ET bin are lower by
∼ 2h in the central pseudorapidity region as shown in Fig. 7.2.
Given the levels of the purity of the sample which is greater than 0.682 [62] in the defined
bins (see Fig. 7.3), no unfolding methods are used. The CW factors are measured in each ( |η | , ET )
bin and are used to unfold to the true numbers of W boson generated in the fiducial region. The
most important uncertainty entering the CW factors is the uncertainty due to the EmissT (∼ 1.5%).
The CW factors are shown in Fig. 7.4.
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Figure 7.2: Charge-blind identification rates for the pseudorapidity region |η | < 0.21 (left) and 2.18 <
|η | < 2.47 (right). The charge identification is slightly lower for low ET electrons∗ . Similar results are
obtained in the other η bins.
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Figure 7.3: Purity of the signal sample for the ET and |η | bins used in this analysis.
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Figure 7.4: CW correction factors for electrons (red) and positrons (blue) as a function of the electron
pseudorapidity for the four different ET bins. The error bars represent both statistical and systematic
uncertainties.
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7.2 W Cross-section Measurement
Using the cross-section formula shown in eq. 6.4, the first measurement of the double differential
cross-section times the branching ratio for W + −→ e+ν and W− −→ e− ¯ν is obtained in the ATLAS
experiment. Fig. 7.5 shows the cross-section for W + and W− as a function of the electron
pseudorapidity in bins of the ET of the electron. The luminosity uncertainty is at the level of
3.9%.
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Figure 7.5: Double differential cross-section measurement for W+ and W− production. Each plot shows
the cross-section as a function of the electron pseudorapidity for different bins of the electron transverse
energy. The results are normalised to the bin size. The luminosity uncertainty is not included.
As for the single differential measurement, the cross-sections obtained as a function of the
electron pseudorapidity and of ET are compared to the NLO theoretical prediction of MSTW2008
and NLO PDF sets. The results are presented in Fig. 7.6 and Fig. 7.7 for the W + and W− bosons
respectively.
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Figure 7.6: Double differential measurement for the W + cross-section and its comparison to the theoretical
prediction. The MSTW2008 and CT10 PDF predictions are shown at NLO. The results are presented as a
function of the positron pseudorapidity for four different ET regions.
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Figure 7.7: Double differential measurement for the W− cross-section and its comparison to the theoretical
prediction. The MSTW2008 and CT10 PDF predictions are shown at NLO. The results are presented as a
function of the electron pseudorapidity for four different ET regions.
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7.3 W Charge Asymmetry Measurement
Using the W + and W− cross-sections measured in the previous section, the W charge asymmetry
can also be derived as:
Al(η ,ET ) =
d2σW+
dηdET
− d
2σW−
dηdET
d2σW+
dηdET
+
d2σW−
dηdET
.
Fig. 7.8 shows the results of the double differential W charge asymmetry with the full statistical
and systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty is at the level of ∼ 2− 3% though for some bins it
reaches the level of ∼ 7% as seen in the figure. From the plots in Fig. 7.8, it is observed that
the charge asymmetry decreases for high ET electrons. The predictions of the MSTW2008, CT10
and HERAPDF1.5 PDF sets are also shown at next-to-leading order.
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Figure 7.8: Double differential W charge asymmetry measurement as a function of |η | and ET . In each
of the plots the W charge asymmetry is shown as a function of the electron pseudorapidity for different
bins of the electron transverse energy. Both statistical and systematic uncertainties are considered. The
theoretical prediction given by the MSTW2008 (blue), CT10 (red) and HERAPDF1.5 (green) PDF sets is
also shown.
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7.4 Conclusion
In summary, the first double differential measurement of the W + −→ e+ν and W− −→ e− ¯ν cross-
sections as a function of the charged lepton pseudorapidity and transverse energy performed with
the ATLAS experiment has been presented in this chapter. The measurement uses the full 2011
data sample and is statistically limited. In addition to the W charge asymmetry measurement that
was presented in the previous chapter, such analyses can be used to provide additional constraints
and new PDF fits.
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